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NOTICE
This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored
work. Neither the United States, nor the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), nor any person acting on
behalf of NASA:
A.) Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness,
or usefulness of the information contained in this
report, or that the use of any information, apparatus,
method, or process disclosed in this report may not
infringe privately owned rights; or
B.) Aslumei any liabilities with respect to the use of,
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor-
mation, apparatus, method or process disclosed in
thi s report.
As used above, =person acting on behalf of NASA = includes
any employee or contractor of NASAl or employee of such con-
tractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of NASA,
or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or
provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment
or contract with NASA, or his employment with such contractor.
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ABSTRACT
The development work necessary to achieve low thermal
conductivity and good gas conductance in self-evacuating multilayer
insulation (SEMI) panel systems for liquid hydrogen space tankage
is described. Tests of a prototype system applied to a 30-inch
diameter calorimeter tank resulted in a heat flux in liquid hydrogen
service of 0.63 Btu/hr. ft. 2 for an in space condition and only
l0 Btu/hr-ft 2 during ground hold. Conceptual designs for insulation
systems for various shaped tanks and specifically a preliminary
design for an 82.6 inch diameter spherical tank are presented.
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LIGHTWEIGHT MULTILAYERINSULATION SYSTEM
C. R. Lindquist and G. E. Nies
Union Carbide Corporation, Linde Division
1.0 SUMMARY
It was the goal of this program to develop a lightweight, self-evacuating
multilayer insulation (SEMI) panel concept for liquid hydrogen space tankage
and determine its performance on a 30-inch diameter calorimeter tank. The
concept was also to be used for the preliminary design of an insulation system
for an 82.6-inch diameter liquid hydrogen tank. The insulation was to consist
of shingled panels having rigid open cell polyurethane spacers and double
aluminized Mylar radiation shields. Each panel would be filled with carbon
dioxide gas which would cryopump to the desired vacuum level upon cooling
the cold end to liquid hydrogen temperature.
Based on thermal conductivity measurements, gas transmittance
measurements, and cost estimates, the conclusion was reached that the spacer
system within the multilayer insulation should consist of three layers of foam:
one solid layer and two with square punched holes. Requirements for storage
of the system in air indicated that a laminate of Mylar/aluminum/aluminum/
Mylar would be suitable for the external portion of the shingled panels and that
a carbon dioxide purge would be required for the area behind the panels where a
laminate of aluminized Mylar was used. Analysis and test work indicated that
carbon dioxide would be the best gas to use for cryopumping.
Conceptual designs were determined for spherical, cylindrical and
ellipsoidal tanks utilizing the shingled panel approach. A more detailed
preliminary design was made for an 82.6-inch diameter tank for which, based
on the measured thermal conductivity, the heat flux would be 0.7 Btu/hr.ft.sq.
Gas transmittance tests of a perforated Mylar honeycomb indicate a much
better gas transmittance than has been experienced with the foam. It is, therefore,
recommended that some initial development work be performed to learn how to
incorporate this Mylar honeycomb within the multilayer insulation in order to
take advantage of this better transmittance and attempt to reduce the time needed
for a SEMI panel system to reach equilibrium (about 40 hours is required as
presently designed). This concept should then be applied to the calorimeter
tank to evaluate its performance and then the 82.6-inch diameter tank should be
insulated to demonstrate its applicability to space craft tankage.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
For proper thermal performance, multilayer insulation systems must
maintain a vacuum in the sub-micron range° One method to achieve this
degree of vacuum which has been evaluated (see Reference l, CR-72017) is
to fill the insulation system with a condensible gas which will cryopump when
a portion of the insulation system is cooled to the temperature of liquid
hydrogen° This concept, when applied to insulation installed in discreet
panels is referred to as the self-evacuating multilayer insulation (SEMI) panel
concept.
In order for the SEMI panel concept to be effective, it is necessary
that a part of each individual sealed panel be in contact with a surface
maintained at the temperature of the stored cryogen. One means of accomplishing
this while keeping edge effects (solid conduction through the jacket material,
etc.) to a minimum is to install the panels in a shingle arrangement. The basic
conceptual design for SEMI panels is illustrated in Figure l. The shingle
concept as it might be applied to a cylindrical tank is shown in Figure 2°
In previous work with the SEMI panel concept described in Reference 1
there were apparently some problems with self-evacuation by cryopumping.
It seemed that the contained gas (carbon dioxide) was not transmitted through
the panel to the cold surface at a sufficiently high rate so that the indicated
residual gas pressure was too high. Although the achieved thermal performance
(a heat flux of 0.88 Btu/hr.ft. 2 was measured) was considered attractive, it
was felt that further improvement could be made if better gas transmittance
through the insulation system could be effected. Early test results also
indicated a possibility that the vacuum jacket did not fully recover dimensionally
with the insulation panels evacuated and the external pressure reduced from
atmospheric pressure to vacuum to simulate a vebicle launch into space,
thereby resulting in a further degradation in thermal performance. Concepts to
achieve a reduced contact area between the spacers and the radiation shields
and jacket material were proposed to alleviate this condition as well as to
improve gas transmittance by the introduction of physical irregularities into
the system.
I
I
I
It was the goal of this present program to evaluate these solutions by
development testing and to demonstrate the results on a 30-inch diameter
calorimeter tank. An application design was to be developed for spherical,
ellipsoidal and cylindrical tankage in a general way and specifically the
design of a SEMI panel insulation system was to be generated, based on these
principles for an 82.6-inch diameter spherical tank as a practical application
of the concept to space tankage.
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3.0 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
During the course of this work, an improved spacer concept that resulted
in better thermal performance and more rapid evacuation was evolved. Panel
storage time in air up to 30 days was demonstrated° A heat flux of only 0.63
Btu/hr-fto 2 was demonstrated on a 30-inch diameter calorimeter tank insulated
with three shingle systems in the space condition. The ground hold heat flux
approached 10 Btu/hr-fto2. A preliminary design for an 82o6-inch diameter
spherical tank was conceived.
A brief discussion of the results and conclusions of the self-evacuating
multilayer insulation development program are given in this section. Detailed
results are given in Section 4o Tabulated data., detailed analyses, etc. are
included in the Appendices; referenced in Section 4o
3.1 Foam Spacer Configuration
3.1 o 1 Analytical Study and Screening
Previous work with self=evacuating muItilayer insulation systems
indicated that there was some residual compression of the insulation when the
compressive load of the atmosphere was removed. In an effort to reduce the
support area for solid conduction and thus minimize the effect of residual
compression, four concepts were chosed for screening. These included
spacers having punched holes, spacers utilizing strips of foam material_ foam
maze on a silk net spacer configuration and dimpled casings. The first two
were chosen for further thermal and gas transmittance testing on the basis of
effectiveness and cost as well as experience gained from pressure deflection
tests of small (18" x 12") sample test panels. No mechanical failure of the
foam was noted with the compression loads up to 1 atm.
3.1.2 Thermal Tests
In an effort to determine the effects of support area and a method of
support_ a series of thermal tests were conducted at NASA, Lewis Research
Center, using a flat plate calorimeter. Compressive loads from, 0°001 psi to
1 atm. were imposed on samples. While the results were not conclusive, a
spacer configuration consisting of two layers of foam with 1-1/4" square holes
on 2 " centers and one solid layer of foam was chosen for further work. At
the minimum load of 0.001 psi this configuration gave a heat flux of 0.04 Btu/
hr. sq. ft.
3.1.3 Gas Transmittance Tests
Transmittance tests were performed for a number of spacer configurations
in panels 1 fro wide by 3 ft. long. The data are summarized in Figure 3. While
there was considerable scatter in the data_ especially on the low end, it is
apparent that the punched hole spacer configuration, offers somewhat better gas
transmittance than do stripped spacers. However, it is interesting to note
that the panel made up with double layers of solid foam in each layer
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have about the same transmittance as do the punched hole panels.
Similarly, panels made up with a single layer of foam have very much
the same transmittance as do the stripped panels. The solid 3/8" thick
foam panel (designated S-l) has much poorer transmittarice than any of
the others. This may indicate that the gas transmittance that is present
is due to saw marks in the foam resulting from the slicing operation.
On the basis of thesedata it was decided to proceed with the :punched
hole spacer configuration.
Data were also obtained for a Mylar honeycomb material pierced
through the cell walls to provide a path for gas. This material exhibited a gas
transmittance much higher than any of the foam configurations as can
be seen on Figures 3 and 4. Since this honeycomb material exhibits
such a goodtran_ni_ance it is recommended that tests be performed
with a system utilizing this honeycomb within an insulation panel made
up of foam spacers and aluminized Mylar radiation shields. It is
probable that the honeycomb material will have to be faced on one
side to prevent longitudinal collapse when the atmospheric pressure
load is applied, and that the radiation shields will have to be per-
forated in some manner to permit gas to flow from the foam layers
to the honeycomb and hence to the vacuum source.
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3,1,4 Foam Compression Tests
As a quality assurance procedure, the new foam buns obtained
for this program were subjected to compression tests and density measure-
ments. The density of the four buns ranged between 2.0 and 2.1 Ibs./cu.ft.
The compressive strength was well above 20 psi. Therefore all of the foam
material was considered usable for application to spacers in SEMI panels.
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3.2 Panel Storage
3.2.1 Analytical Study of Panel Storage
A number of concepts were investigated to permit storage of insulation
panels after filling with CO 2. The panels must be capable of cryopumping to a
pressure of I x 10 -4 torr at liquid hydrogen temperature 30 days after the initial
installation on a vehicle. It was determined that a quantity of 0.5 grams of
palladium oxide getter* would be needed to react with the hydrogen off-gassing
from the materials within the panels. The recommended method of preventing
permeation of air gases into the panels is to make the exposed area of each
panel (that portion exposed to the atmosphere which makes up one-sixth of the
total panel area for a three layer shingle arrangement) of an impermeable material.
A Mylar/aluminum/aluminum/Mylar laminate is recommended and was employed
on the calorimeter tank. It was recommended that the area behind and between the
panels be purged with CO 2. This approach of the impermeable outer casing was
the lightest weight and simplest method of maintaining the CO 2 atmosphere
within the panels.
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3.2o2 Permeability Tests
Permeability tests were conducted on both 4-ply aluminized Mylar and
Mylar/aluminum/aluminum/Mylar (MAAM) casing materials. The aluminized
Mylar laminate in the as received, wrinkled and drawn conditions, exhibited
a permeability rate in the order of .3 to .5 x 10 -5 atm cc helium/sec.ft. 2
atmosphere. The h4AAM laminate permeability was less than 4 x 10 -8 atm.
cc helium/sec.ft.2atm, the low limit of the apparatus. The former material
was used for those portions of the paneled jackets exposed to the carbon
dioxide atmosphere (5/6 of the total panel area) and the latter was used for
the air exposed side of the panels .(1/6 of the total panel area).
3.2.3 Storage Life Test
Two concepts to obtain storage of self-evacuating insulation panels for
extended periods of time were tested utilizing a 40-inch square flat plate
test apparatus. The concepts were impermeable outer casing and carbon
dioxide purge. Two panels embodying these concepts were placed side by
side and shingled with dummy panels for simulataneous test purposes. The
panels, filled with carbon dioxide, were chilled to liquid hydrogen temperature
and the cryopumping effects noted. After one week of storage the cryopumping
test was repeated.
It may be concluded from these tests that either the impermeable
outer casing concept or the carbon dioxide purge system could be workable.
* Union Carbide patent No. 3,108_706
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However, it was found that the carbon dioxide purge bag had to have a
reasonable low permeability value, because air could permeate through it
into the carbon dioxide atmosphere and thence into the panelo The
impermeable outer casing approach, therefore, is simpler, results in a
lighter weight system and was recommended for the calorimeter tank
application,
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3.3 Cryopumpinq
3.3.1 Theoretical Pumpdown Characteristics of Cryopumped Panel
In order to develop criteria for the satisfactory operation of a
cryopumped panel, it is desirable to be able to predict the time necessary
to obtain the low pressure required for optimum thermal performance.
Although the complexity of the problem prohibits an exact analytical
solution, an approximate num erical solution has been obtained that
generates a theoretical pumpdown curve. This solution also was used
to assess the performance of the panel when filled with gases other than
carbon dioxide.
A numerical solution for this combined heat and mass transfer
problem was developed and results were obtained on an IBM 360 computer.
The solution combines an analytical expression for the transient temperature
profile with numerical computations for the mass transfer.
Results were obtained on the basis of two different heat and mass
transfer mechanisms, i.e. flow longitudinally along the shingled panel
and flow perpendicular to the panel layers. The real case is a combination
of these (the perpendicular mass flow occurring around the edges of the
radiation shields), and the results bracket the real case. Ammonia, N-butane,
carbon dioxide, N-propane, methane, nitrogen and oxygen were investigated.
Considering mass flow perpendicular to the layers, neglecting the barriers
caused by the radiation shields, which assumption would be expected to result
in lower than actual pumpdown time, all gases will cryopump down to
less than 0.1 micron mercury in less than forty minutes. Considering flow
parallel to the layers, the pumpdown time for methane, oxygen and nitrogen
appears to be excessively long (over six hours.)
3,3,2 Cryopumping Tests
In order to verify the analysis and make a selection of the cryo-
pumping gas to be used in later work, a demonstration test was conducted
utilizing the flat plate tester. As predicted by theory, the carbon dioxide
filled panel reached a lower vacuum level in a shorter period of time than
did the same panel when it was filled with nitrogen gas. Onthis _asfs_
c_rbon dioxide gas is re¢ommended for self-evacuating lhsuIation panels.
A temperature distribatfon for both cases is given in Section 4.3.2.
Ii
3.3.3 Vacuum Gauge Tests
Throughout the program, considerable difficulty was experienced
in measuring the degree of vacuum achieved by cryopumping CO 2. After
test work with a number of different arrangements of apparatus, utilizing
both cold cathode ionization gauges and hot cathode ionization gauges
with carbon dioxide and nitrogen gas as the cryopumped medium, the
conclusion reached was that the problem was offgassing the gauges them-
selves. Indications were that this gas was hydrogen. The degree of
vacuum indicated by the gauge depends upon the gas transmittance between the
gauge and the vacuum source. Palladium oxide getter should be used
in the vicinity of the gauge. This getter material chemically reacts with
the hydrogen to form water. The water in turn, depending upon the
transmittance, will be cryopumped on the cold surfaceo It is probable in most
of the tests because the gauges weregas transmittance limited even thoughthe
gauges read a high pressure level or were off scale, that the vacuum in
the insulation system itself was adequate.
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3.4 Calorimeter Tank
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the self-evacuating
multilayer insulation panel concept, a double guarded calorimeter,
30 inches in diameter, was insulated with a shingled panel system. (see Fig. 5)
The insulation consisted of alternate layers of foam and double
aluminized Mylar encased within a Mylar laminate jacket. A triple
shingled arrangement was employed and the air exposed I/6 of each,panel
a casing constructed of Mylar/aluminum/aluminum/Mylar laminate
designed to be impermeable. The area behind the panels was purged
with carbon dioxide and the panels were carbon dioxide filled. Each
spacer layer consisted of a solid sheet of foam and two punched hole
sheets of foam in the configuration described in 3 oI. 2.
The insulation panels were fabricated and installed on the
calorimeter tank at the Linde facility in Tonawanda, New York, Testing
was performed in a test chamber at NASA-Plumbrook Station, Ohio. Two
series of tests were conducted simulating ground hold launch and space
storage. These were separated by a 30-day period during which time
the insulated calorimeter tank was stored in air to simulate ground
storage after application of SEMI panels o A final test was conducted
with the chamber evacuated and the panels vented to the chamber. Test
results of all three tests were quite similar. The measured heat flux
was 0.63 Btu/hroft. 2.
After cooldown, the ground hold heat flux approached I0 Btu/hr./ft.2.
The data for the space condition are shown in Figure 6. Here the weight
penalty due to thermal effects, expressed as weight of the insulation
plus integrated weight of the hydrogen boil-off after launch, all on a
per square foot basis, versus elapsed time is shown. It will be seen that
the first two tests where the insulation panels actually cryopumped were
practically identical. Steady-state rate was reached after about 40 hours
of flight. Steady state was reached somewhat earlier in the third test
with the panels vented to the chamber, probably because of a better
vacuum within the panels at initial fill. It is to shorten this transient
period that further work with the perforated Mylar honeycomb is recommended.
The test results indicate that any effect of gas transmittance in the semi-
panels was eliminated. Order of magnitude calculations indicate that 64% of the
heat flux is due to solid conduction, 11% is due to radiation and 25% is due
to edge effects (i.e., conduction along the jacket material and radiation
shields). In view of this breakdown, any additional development should
be directed toward reducing the solid conduction. It is possible that some
of the effect is due to residual compression, and this should be investigated.
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3.5 Application
A general investigation and analysis was made for various sizes
and shapes of aerospace tankage to which the self-evacuating panel
concept could be applied. Spherical, cylindrical, and ellipsoidal tanks
were considered. It was concluded that a shingled pattern similar to that
used on the calorimeter tank was most applicable. Specific panel dimensions
were worked out for three sizes of spherical tankage in this preliminary in-
vestigation.
Upon completion of the preliminary investigation a more detailed
design analysis was conducted for an 82.6 inch diameter hydrogen tank
supported by a cone at its girth. The specific design recommended called
for three pole cap panels at the top and bottom and a total of 42 panels
around the girth (21 above the support cone and 21 below it). The perfor-
mance was predicted for this design utilizing a Fortran computer program
for the IBM 360/40 computer. Based on the data obtained by testing the
calorimeter tank, the total heat leak into the tank would be about 190
Btu/hr. including provision for the support. This latter figure results in
a net heat flux of 0.67 Btu/hr.ft. 2 for this particular design. This could
be improved significantly by using larger individual panels or perhaps by
breaking the radiation shields at each shingled layer. The performance
could also be improved significantly by using additional spacer layers
or inclusion of the Mylar honeycomb. It is recommended that after
some development with the interrupted shields and the Mylar honeycomb,
this design bedetailed and the tank insulated and tested.
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3.6 Recommendations
It is quite probable that the insertion of one or more sheets of
Mylar honeycomb will significantly accelerate the approach to thermal
equilibrium by enhancing gas flow to the cryopumping surface. It is,
therefore, recommended that its application to shingled panels be developed
and the concept tested on the calorimeter tank. The new design should
then be applied to the 82.6 inch diameter tank, and that tank insulated as
a practical demonstration of the SEMI panel concept.
Application of Mylar honeycomb will reduce the overall heat
flux_ but its effect and the effect of cutting the radiation shields to
enhance gas transmittance anti,reducelateral heat flow should be evaluated.
Other means to reduce solid conduction should be sought. It is also
recommended that the effects of residual compression of the insulation be
investigated and any effects of residual gas within the cellular structure evaluated.
A program aimed at getting a better knowledge of the vacuum
gauging problem is recommended.
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4.0 Foam Spacer Configuration
4.1.1 Foam Spacer Configuration Study and Screening
One objective of this program was to develop a spacer con-
figuration which has a reduced support area (area of compression) such
that the resulting panel demonstrates an improved heat flux under low loads.
The materials used were . 02 in. thick rigid polyurethane foam and double
aluminized Mylar radiation shields. Thermal testing of lightly loaded
multilayered insulation samples by NASA, Lewis Research Center, indicated_
improved insulation system performance for spacers having a contact area
of 10 to 30 percent of the sample area. Therefore, an investigation of the
effects of variables such as strip width and support area was undertaken to
determine the optimum spacings and web widths necessary to achieve both
thermal and gas transmittance improvements. Strips were limited to . 02 inch
thickness, over a range of 1/16 to 9/16 square inches at support areas.
All spacers in any particular test specimen were identical in strip width
and support area.
In order to select two panel configurations for thermal and gas
transmittance optimization studies, small sample panels of four different
configurations were fabricated and subjected to compressive tests. Pre-
liminary test panels consisted of spacers and aluminized Mylar radiation
shields enclosed in 4-ply aluminized Mylar casing material. A support
area of 13% composite spacer was used for these tests.
The four sample panels fabricated and tested used (1) spacers of
foam maze over silk netting; (2) a dimpled casing material; (3) two layers
of crisscrossed foam strips bonded to a .02-inch thick foam sheet; and
.(4) spacers of .02 -inch thick foam with punched holes and a sol_d .02-
inch thick solid sheet. A test panel consisted o£ seven layers of spacers
and six radiation shields encased within a jacket of four-ply double
aluminized Mylar. The panels :were 18"x 12"
The panel utilizing the foam maze over silk net spacers consisted
of one aluminized Mylar radiation shield with two foam maze over silk net
spacers on either side. Each spacer consisted of .020 inch thick by .25 inch
wide open cell foam strips bonded to a .0035 inch thick 100% silk net, having
a mesh of approximately 14 threads per inch in both directions. Foam strips on
adjacent foam maze spacers were mismatched by one half space (See Figures
7 amd 8) in order to achieve minimum support area. The foam strips, located
on I-I/16 inch centers were bonded to the silk net using small patches of a
heat sealable Mylar film at numerous points.
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The dimpled casing material panel consisted of 7 layers of . 20
inch thick foam with six radiation shields. The dimpled casing material was
obtained by thenno-vacuum forming the 4-ply aluminized Mylar material
over a form constructed of 7/8" diameter metal washers thumbtacked to a
board in a 60 ° pattern. The center-to-center distance of the dimples was
l-l/2 inches.
The third panel configuration, illustrated in Figure 9 consisted of spacers
comprised of tw@ layers of . 020 inch thick foam strips crisscros s ed on a . 020 inch
thick foam sheet. A total of seven of these composite spacers and six
aluminized Mylar shields were used. The 3/4 inch wide strips, located on
2-1/4 inch centers, were bonded at right angles to each other and subsequently
bonded to the foz)am sheet with Miracle Contact Cement. (Actual panels
would use Narmco 7343/7L39 adhesive.)
The fourth compression test panel contained 7 composite spacers with
6 aluminized Mylar radiation shields. Each composite spacer consisted of
three .020 inch thick foam sheets. However, to reduce the support area, two
of the three sheets contained 13/16" square punched holes located in straight
rows, 5/16 inches apart. The sheets with holes were assembled mismatched
by one-half space (See Figure 10), and adjacent to each other to obtain the
minimum support area.
The spacers were tested by evacuating the sealed panel to obtain
various compressive loads. The panel thickness was then measured at four
separate support locations and averaged. This procedure was repeated at
several pressure levels. The averaged data is plotted on Figure 11. Compressive
cyclingdata between atmospheric pressure and vacuum is also presented in
Appendix 1.
I
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The dimpled casing material method: although in a somewhat limited
fashion, might also offer improvement to the thermal and transmittance properties
of the insulation system. The advantage of this method is limited by the fact
that any improvements are available only for the recovered insulation system.
Figures 12 and 13 respectively show the compressed and recovered dimpled
panels. The compr_ession tests indicated that the dimples started to compress
at .3 psi and were completely flattened at 5.0 psi compressive load.
All of these reduced support area configurations appear feasible.
Any of the three foam spacer configurations appear to offer sufficient strength
such that handling is not a problem. Side slip, noted previously in tests
involving .040 inch thick spacers, was not observed in these tests using the
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Figure 1 2  Dimpled Panel Compressed 
At One Atmosphere 
Figure 1 4  Compressed Panel Using 
Punched Hole Spacers  
Figure 13 Dimpled Panel Recovered' 
Figure 15 Recovered Panel Using 
2 4  Punched Hole Spacers 
• 020 inch thick spacer. Likewise, the panels did not distort and warp
during these tests to the degree that was observed during previous tests
performed under Contract NAS 3-6289. Finally, from the presented data
it is observed that any of the three spacer configurations would be accept-
able from a load bearing standpoint, as indicated by the similarity of the
slopes of the curves• Panel #3 is believed to be thicker than Panel #4
because of the additional thickness of the adhesive and the increased
rigidity of the foam at the support points due to the adhesive. Panel #3
and Panel #4 contain the same number of foam thicknesses. Therefore,
since all satisfy the recovered and compressed load conditions, it appears
that economic considerations are in order to determine which two of the
three configurations should be further investigated. In terms of cost of
materials, the foam maze on silk net costs approximately twice as much as
the punched hole spacer and three times the cost of the double stripped
foam spacer. In terms of labor, the cost to fabricate the foam maze on
silk net approaches 15hours per square foot of spacer. (Each one foot of
spacer consists of two layers of crossed foam strips, individually bonded to
the silk.)
The labor to fabricate the remainingtw_ spacer configurations was
determined to be one square foot per man hour for the punched hole spacer
(consists of a total of 3 layers of foam, two of which contain punches holes)
and also one square foot per man hour for the stripped spacer (consists of
one foam spacer, with two layers of foam strips bonded at right angles to
each and in turn bonded to the parent spacer.) Figure 14and 15 respectively
show the compressed and recovered condition of a panel using the punched hole
spacer. Figures 16 and 17 respectively show the compressed and recovered
condition for a panel using crisscrossed strips and Figure 18 shows the compressed
condition of a panel using the foam maze on silk.
In view of the somewhat limited improvement possibility of the dimpled
panel, the high costs involved in fabricating the foam maze on silk, it was
decided that panels for thermal and gaseous conductance investigations be
conducted on the stripped and the punched hole spacer.
Dimensions as indicated by an asterisk in Table 1 were used in the
thermal and gas transmittance test specimens. Spacers with web widths of
3/4 of an inch with spacings appropriate to achieve the desired open areas
of 70, 80, and 90 percent were used for both configurations.
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Figure 18 Compressed Panel Using Foam 
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TABLE 1
SPACER DESCRIPTION FOR VARIOUS SUPPORT AREAS AND WEB THICKNESSES
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DESCRIPTION
WEB HOLE
WIDTH (t) SIZE (s)
INCHES INCHES
% SUPPORT
AREA (2 LAYERS)
Punched hole spacer (one
• 02-inch layer of foam plus
two .02-inch layers with
punched holes per composite
spacer)
Support Area
2t 2
- (s+ t) z
1/4 7/i6
i/z
3/4
i/2 3/4
i-i/s
i-3/4
s/8 i
z-3/8
2
3/4 i-i/4
i-s/8
2-3/8
30
22*
12
32
19"
10
30
20*
11
28*
20*
11"
Stripped Spacer (one .02-inch 1/4
layer of foam plus two layers of
.02 inch strips per composite
spacer) 1/2
Support Area
t 2
- (s+ t) 2
s/8
3/4
3/16
5/16
1/2
7/i6
s/8
i
i/2
13/16
1-1/4
5/8
is/i6
i-9/16
34
20
11"
30
20
11"
31
20
11"
30*
20*
10"
* Utilized for thermal and gas transmittance testing
** Refer to Table 2
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THERMAL
SPECIMEN
CODE NO.**
m_
PT- I
PT-2
PT-3
PT-6
PT-5
PT-4
am
ST-1
_m
ST-2
ST-3
ST-6
ST-5
ST-4
To achieve the maximum amount of information with the minimum number of
samples it was decided to use a 20% support area configuration for the
three remaining punched square hole panels, and 10% support area for the
three remaining stripped panels.
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4.1.2 Thermal Test
As a result of the spacer configuration study, both stripped
spacers and punched hole spacers were determined to offer the greatest
advantages for improved panel heat flux. Therefore, in order to determine
and subsequently optimize the effect of stripped spacers and punched
hole spacers on the thermal performance of multilayer insulation panels,
six samples of each type were fabricated for evaluation using a cold
guarded flat plate calorimeter at NASA, Lewis Research Center. The samples
differed by web width and spacing configuration. (Refer to Tables 1 and 2)
Each thermal sample simulated an insulation system three panels
thick• Each panel contained seven composite spacers, six aluminized
Mylar radiation shields, and two pieces of four ply aluminized Mylar
casing material placed one. on either side. All twenty-one of the com-
posite spacers of any particular sample were identical.
Each stripped spacer was a composite of two layers of .020-inch
thick strips bonded at right angles to each other and subsequently spot
bonded to a single layer of .20-inch thick foam using Narmco 7343/7139
adhesive.
Each punched hole spacer was a composite of three layers of
• 02-inch thick foam. Two of the three layers contained punched holes
to reduce the support area. These two sheets with punched holes were
assembled mismatched by one-half space and adjacent to each other
to obtain the minimum support area. The punched hole spacer composite
was assembled without using an adhesive.
The results of the thermal tests are shown on Table 2 with a
description of each. The data for a sample having solid sheets of foam
as a spacer are included for comparison. These data for the control
sample were taken from reference 2 which describes the test apparatus
and procedures in detail.
The thermal tests were conducted on flat plate tester at NASA,
Lewis Research Center which is capable of imposing compressive loads
on the sample from 15 psi (l atm) to 0.001 psi. The cold plate temperature
was maintained at that of liquid hydrogen in both the guard and test
areas. Heat flux was determined by measuring the amount of hydrogen
boil off.
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TABLE2
THERMAL PERFORMANCE DATA
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Sample
No.
3082
(ref. i)
PTI
PT2
PT3
PT4
PT5
PT6
ST1
ST2
ST3
ST4
ST5
ST6
Spacer Percent Support
Configuration Number of Support
Control -
Full sheets
of foam
Points and Support
_Width
100%
Punched holes 22%, 350 PTS I/4"
Punched holes 19%,
Punched holes 20%,
Punched holes 11%,
Punched holes 20%,
Punched holes 28%,
Strips
Strips 11%,
Strips 11%,
Strips 10%,
Strips 20%,
Strips 30%,
Heat flux, But/(ft2)(hr);
compressive 19ad T psi
_ 5 1 0.1 0.01 0.00]
6.65 4.50 2.15 0.57 0.141 0.05;
6.86 5.05 2.99 1.79
64 PTS 1/2" 7.51 5.33 3.44 1.33
47 ITS 5/8" 7.91 6.023.91i3.67
17 PTS 3/4"
31 PTS 3/4"
47 PTS 3/4"
11%, 190 PTS 1/4"
8.56 4.272.98 0.52 0.14 0.05
8.97 6.6{1.79 0.45 0.28 0.15
6.47 4.0(2.06 0.45 0.13 0.04
8.42 5.7 2.70 0.72
50 ITS 1/2" 7.30 3.8E 1.93 0.30
31 ITs 5/8-
20 PTS3/4"
4o Frs 3/4-
60 ITs 3/4"
8.41 5.5( 4.24
9.40 2.85 2.44 0.3
7.69 5.3_2.83 1.70
7.07 5.11L3.60 0.74
3O
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It is evident from the data that thermal performance does not
depend on the support area alone. Sample PT-6 (1-1/4" square holes
on 2" centers) exhibited thermal performance superior to the control
sample and since the punched hole spacers exhibit better gas trans-
mittance (see Section 4.1.3 below) than either the stripped or plain
spacers, this configuration was chosen for use in the full scale SEMI
panels for test on the calorimeter tank.
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4.1.3 Gas Transmittance Tests
The results of previous vacuum transmittance and cryopumping tests
indicated a need for improved gas transmittance through the spacer layers
ardor around the edges of the spacers. As a result of the spacer con-
figuration study, (see Section 4.1.1), stripped spacers as well as punched
hole spacers were determined to be most beneficial. In view of this, a total
of thirteen gas transmittance test panels were fabricated and tested in an
effort to optimize gaseous transmittance through the panels, particularly
in the pressure regime below 1000 microns average panel pressure. Each
of the thirteen gas transmittance specimens measuring one ft. wide by
three ft. long, were composed of seven foam spacers (composites or
plain) and six aluminized Mylar radiation shields, enclosed in a flexible
vacuum jacket of Mylar laminate. Manifolds, attached on either end of
the three foot long panel, contained a pressure tap and an evacuation
port.
Twelve of the thirteen samples consisted of composite spacers, six
punched hole spacer samples and six stripped spacer samples, while the
thirteenthtransmitt_ance sample employed plain sheet foam spacers to serve
as a control panel. Except for the size the sample configurations were the
same as those provided for thermal testing. In addition a solid block of
3/8" thick open cell foam was incorporated in a panel and and evaluated in
the transmittance apparatus. A brief description of each of the thirteen
samples is given in Table 3 including an identification number for each
specimen, the web widths and spacings and also the percent open area.
In order to estimate the optimum support area arrangement of the
foam separators as regards the self evacuation rate of the panels, a series
of transmittancemeasurements were performed on each of the thirteen
panels. As a general procedure, carbon dioxide gas was admitted at the
upstream end of the panel, while maintaining the downstream end of the
panel at a low pressure by means of a vacuum pump. Full width manifolds
were employed at both ends of the panel to assure a uniform gas flow
across the full three foot length of the panel. The flow rate (transmittance)
was determined by one of two methods, depending on the pressure level
and flow rate involved. High flow rates were measured by means of a
totalizlng wet drum gas meter attached to the exhaust of the vacuum pump,
while low flow rates were calculated from observations made of the changes
in pressure of a known volume of gas over a specific time interval. For
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TABLE 3
GAS TRANSMITTANCE PANEL SPECIMENS
CONTRACT NAS 3-7953
Dimensions Foam Spacer 12"x 36"
Radiation Shield 12" x 36"
7 Foam Composite Spacers
6 Aluminized Mylar Shields
!
11
!
!
Code
Description No.
Stripped Spacer SC- 1
(One . 02 inch layer of SC-2
foam plus two layers of .02 inch SC-3
strips per composite spacer) SC-4
SC-5
SC-6
Strip Strip
Width Spacing
(inch) (inch)
1/4 1/2
1/2 1
5/8 1 1/4
3/4 l 9/16
3/4 15//16
3/4 5//8
Support Area
Percent
11
11
11
10
20
30
I
I
I
I
I
I
Punched Hole Spacer PC-1
(One .02 inch layer of foam PC-2
plus two .02 inch layers PC-3
with punched holes per PC-4
composite spacer) PC- 5
PC-6
Plain Spacer
(Two .02 inch layers of
foam per composite spacer)
Solid 3/8 inch Thick Foam
(no shields)
P-1
S-1
Spacing Hole Size
i//4 1//2
1/2 1 I/8
5/8 l 3/8
3/4 2 3/8
3//4 1 5/8
3//4 1 1//4
22
19
20
11
10
28
I
I
I
I
CONTRACT NAS 3-6289
Plain Spacer
(One .02 inch layer of
foam per composite spacer)
Dimensions Foam Spacer 24" x 30"
Radiation Shield 24" x 30"
4 Foam Layers
3 Aluminized Mylar Shields
P-2
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both cases, the panel average pressure was controlled by adjusting
bellows sealed needle valves at either end of the panel. Attempts
were made to limit the pressure drop across the panel to 25 mm Hg and
300 microns in the high and low pressure ranges respectively.
A schematic of the test apparatus is shown in Figure 19. An
example of the data reduction method andtransmittanoe data are presented
in the Appendix 2. The average or weighted thickness was determined
by adding the product fractions of support area and open area times the
respective n_mber of layers of open cell foam at either location. Panel
descriptions are shown in Table 3 . Review of the transmittar,ze data
plotted on Figures 20 and 21 indicates that there is considerable
scatter in the data which seems to mask any correlation between trans-
mittance and support area on 0onfiguration. As mentioned previously, how-
ever, the transmittance level seems better for the punched hole panels than
the stripped panels. It also appears that gas transmittance is independent
of the differential pressure across a panel as would be expected in the
molecular flow regime.
Transmittar_ tests performed on a small sample of pierced Hexcel
Mylar honeycomb material indicate that the material exhibits an increased
gas conductance of approximately 15 times that of a punched foam panel
or 30 times that of a stripped panel for average panel pressures of 1800
microns as shown on Figure 4. At an average panel pressure of 100,000
microns, the gas transmittance increased by as much as 50 times the trans-
mittance measured for any of the foam panels. The test panel consisted
of one layer (0. 109 inch thick) of hexagonal Mylar honeycomb material
enclosed within a Mylar/lead/Mylar jacket. The Hexcel material, which
measured 12 inches wide by 20 inches long, consisted of a 5/16" hexagonal
honeycomb in which the 10 rail walls of each cell contained small holes
(.04 inch diameter) to provide escape paths for gas during evacuation.
This material exhibited sufficient compression strength in the
direction of panel thickness. However, very little collapse strength
was noted in the longitutional direction, which could lead to installation
and recovery problems if this material were used in SEMI panel unless a
facing sheet were used. The panel length was greatly reduced (accordion
fold) during evacuation unless the ends of the panel were restrained.
Aside from the mechanical problems involved with using this
material in panels, approximate thermal calculations indicate that the
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FIGURE 19
SCHEMATIC-VACUUM SYSTEM LONGITUDINAL GAS TRANSMITTANCE APPARATUS
VACU UM
CONNECTION
..--
SUPPLY B V2_ P?" , ' PI
' 36" LONG × 12 i' WIDE
VOLUMETRIC MEASUREMENT METHOD
A. ABOVE IOOO _ AVERAGE PRESSURE
WET DRUM ON PUMP EXHAUST
So BELOW IOOO _ AVERAGE PRESSURE
KNOWN VOLUME SUPPLY ..
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apparent lateral thermal conductivity of this material is approximately
the same as a single 0. 026 inch thick open cell rigid foam sheet and thus
probably would not affect the overall thermal performance of the panel.
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4.1.4 Foam Compression Tests
To assure that the open cell rigid polyurethane foam specially
obtained for this program was of sufficient strength for use in continua-
tion of the SEMI panel development program, compression tests were
performed on 2 inch cube samples. Two foamcube samples were
obtained from each bun for a total of four tests. As can be observed in
Figure 22 , the compressive yield strength is greater than 20 psi and
therefore these foam buns are of sufficient strength and meet the quality
assurance requirements.
The foam
according to the
was produced by Union Carbide Chemicals Division
following formula:
TABLE 4 - Foam Components
NIAX Polyol T-221 . 100.0 PBW
Ucon-ll 30.0
L-5320 4.0
TMBDA .6
Aluminum No. 422 1.0
NIAX AFPI 103.0
Stannous Octoate 0.2
I
I
I
I
To determine the foam density, the samples were measured with
a vernier-type caliper and the volume calculated. The weight of each
sample was determined on a beam balance type scale. The density was
calculated by dividing the sample weight by the volume. The compressive
strength was determined with the use of a pressure deflection tester as
shown in Figure 23 . Force on the compression plate is provided by
compressed gas operating on a piston. The dial indicator operated by the
movement of the piston rod inciates the deflection of the test sample.
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4.2
4.2.1
Panel Storaqe
Analytical Study of Storage Problems Associated With Permeability
and Off gassinq of Insulation Materials
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Development of a cryopumped panel system that will perform
satisfactorily after an extended period of time requires that various
factors such as total material offgassing, casing material permeability,
and installation procedures be considered from a system standpoint.
In the critical phases of this program, this involved an analytical
study of the various items using data derived from Contract NAS3-6289,
and did not require additional development work. Only after completion
of the analytical study was limited testing of samples performed in an
attempt to support the analytical findings with experimental results.
The panels are required to be capable of cryopumping to a
pressure of 1 x 10 .4 tort at liquid hydrogen temperature 30 days after
the initial insulation installation. Various techniques to attain this goal
were suggested for investigation such as:
1. Removal of hydrogen gas by use of a getter.
2. Fabrication of panels having the outside exposed areas composed
of an impermeable casing material.
3. Enclosing the installed system completely in an impermeable
bag.
4. Enclosing the installed system in an external bag filled
with carbon dioxide or other condensible gas.
5. Enclosing the installed system in an external bag and purging
constantly with carbon dioxide or other condensible gas.
6. Backfilling or purging the space between panels with carbon
dioxide or other condensible gas.
7. Combinations of above.
This investigation has revealed' that to achieve the required storage
life the panels fabricated of 4-ply aluminized Mylar laminate will require a
hydrogen getter, and will also require that either the outer exposed area of
the panels be fabricated of a highly impermeable material (permeability of
the material to be in the order of 5 x 10 .9 atm. cc helium per sec.-ft.2 was
shown to be a practical figure based on the work done during this effort as
described in Section 4.2.2 below) or that the external purge bag technique
be employed to limit the exposure to ambient air. In addition to this, the space
between the panels (83% of the total panel area) must be maintained in a carbon
dioxide or vacuum environment. Final choice on the proposed method of an
impermeable panel jacket versus an external purge bag is dictated by mission re-
quirements as both methods have merit depending on allowable weight penaltte s, system
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complexities, and time limits. A word of caution though is in order
on the use of the purge bag concept. Since gas transfer by permeation is
dependent on partial pressures rather than total pressure, it is necessary to
maintain a sufficient flow rate of purge gas to sweep away undesirable
gases or to limit the concentration of these gases by using a relatively
leak tight purge bag.
Concurrent with the investigation of the fabrication and storage
techniques necessary to achieve the required cryopumped pressure of
1 x l0 -4 torr after a thirty-day storage period, calculations were made
to reduce the lateral heat conduction through the panels by using a
thinner casing material (subsequently offering a lower heat leak at
a sacrifice of permeability) for the internal portions of the panel in
conjunction with a impermeable material for the exposed portion of the
panel.
As mentioned above, the investigation indicated the need for
a hydrogen getter. The presence of hydrogen gas results from air per-
meation through the casing material, and offgassing of the insulation
materials. The hydrogen gas that permeates the casing material from
the atmosphere is of no consequence in comparison to the amount of
hydrogen gas evolved from the panel materials. The calculated gas
load, for a thirty-day period, considering a 40-inch by 72-inch panel com-
posed of 14 layers of open cell foam and six aluminized Mylar radiation
shields, amounted toau47 atmospheric cubic centimeters of hydrogen gas.
(This volume of gas would theoretically cause a final panel pressure of
2.5 torr after thirty days.) Of this total gas load, hydrogen gas attri-
buted to air permeation through the 4-ply aluminized Mylar casing
material was only 4 x 10-3 atm. cc for the thirty-day period. This was
calculated on the basis that the hydrogen gas permeability rate is 1.67
times that of helium gas permeability rate (sq. root of the ratio of molecular
weights), resulting in a combined helium plus hydrogen permeability rate of
2.67 times that of the measured helium leak rate of the casing material. The
concentration of helium in atmospheric alr is six parts helium per million parts of air.
The hydrogen gas due to materials offgassing was calculated based
on offgassing rate data for each material as derived from pressure rise
tests performed under contract NAS 3-6289. Offgassing rates as determined
by the settle out method, rather than rates determined by pump down tests,
were used in order that the gas compositions of the sample (published in
Contract NAS 3-6289 reports) would be available, thus making it possible
to calculate the expected partial pressure of the hydrogen gas in the panels.
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Based on these calculations_ and the hydrogen capacity of Linde
Palladium Oxide getter*, a minimum of 5 grams of getter are required to
achieve a cryopumped pressure of I x 10-4 torr after a thirty-day storage
period. Additional life requirement beyond the thirty-day time period will
require proportionally larger amounts of getter.
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The investigation of panel capabilities also included calculations
to determine cryopumped panel pressures that would be achieved after
certain periods of time if various panel areas are exposed to atmospheric
air. In all calculations, the initial panel pressure was assumed to be
5 x 10 -5 torr of non-condensible gases. This pressure level was assumed
to be realistic, and one that is measurable within a vacuum panel. The
time period for the panel to achieve a cryopumped pressure of i x 10-4
tort for I00% panel area exposed to atmospheric air was also calculated.
For calculations it was assumed that the panels would undergo two
exposure periods. Initially 100% of the panel area would be exposed to
ambient air for a maximum time period of five days, during which time the
panels and a carbon dioxide purge system would be installed on the tankage.
The second exposure period considered the outer 1/6 of the shingled panel to
be exposed to atmospheric air for twenty-five days, while the remaining 5/6 of
the panel beneath other panels was maintained for a carbon dioxide purged
atmosphere. The purge system is required to reduce the panel area exposed
to the atmosphere, and to assume that the space behind the panels achieves
a low cryopumped pressure, i.e. contains only condensible gasses.
A brief description of the various concepts and the results
achieved are presented in Table 5 . It can be seen that a panel fabricated
entirely of 4-ply laminate of aluminized Mylar material will not meet the
thirty-day pressure requirement without the use of a getter. Similarly
the use of the Mylar trilaminate (.5 rail Mylarx .5 rail Mylar metalized
both sides x.5 mil Mylar) does not meet the specified thirty-day hold
time. This tri-laminate was investigated in an attempt to reduce the
lateral thermal conductivity of the casing material yet still maintain
the required vacuum integrity of the panel.
It does appear, however, that a panel fabricated of the 4-ply
Mylar casing material, with the outer exposed area of the panel laminated with
an impermeable material such as Mylar/lead/Mylar laminate (MLh/_ or
Mylar/aluminum/aluminum /Mylar Laminate (MAAM) will meet the thirty-
day requirement if used in conjunction with a hydrogen getter. In fact
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it appears likely that because of the highly impermeable exposed area of the
casing and the carbon dioxide purge on the enclosed 5/6 of the panel,
the installed system could be stored without loss of allowable
installation time to 15 days before beginnin9 the carbon dioxide purge,
yet still retain the capability of achievin_ 1 x 10 -4 tort after one year of
storage. Either material is satisfactory, but the Mylar/aluminum/
aluminum/Mylar laminate offers a weight advantage over the Mylar/
lead/ Mylar laminate without incurrin9 serious thermal or permeability
penalties. For example, the weight savings using MAAM on the 82.6
inch diameter sphere ratherthan MLM amounts to eight pounds. (10
pounds for MLM outer casing versus two pounds for MAAM casing.)
An alternate method for achieving the required storage life is
to enclose the completed panel insulation system in an external bag
and constantly pressurize (purge) with carbon dioxide gas . A purge
rather than simple pressUrization is needed to remove the air gases that
would permeate through the casing. The use of the purge bag versus
impermeable outer casing would be mission dependent as mentioned
previously based on weight penalty versus launch complexity involved.
However the estimated weight of a purge bag for the 82.6-inch diameter
tank is 3.5 pounds, which means that the purge bag must be removable
to be competitive on a weight basis with panels having an impermeable
outer exposed area of casing since the estimated weight of the imper-
meable jacket is two pounds. The external purge bag would most likely
be fabricated of 4-ply aluminized Mylar laminate and a contact adhesive
with the intent to make as tight a bag as is practical_ approaching
the permeation through the basic material.
i
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I
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Since a purge system is required for the space behind the panels
for either system, the external purge bag technique is not penalized
because of additional ground support equipment. Fabrication and installa-
tion costs and complexity of the purge bag versus use of impermeable
outer casings would likely favor the impermeable casings.
The use of a purge bag as a technique to reduce the helium content
of the panels because of permeation of re sidual helium in the panels out
to a pure CO 2 purge gas atmosphere while in storage does. not appear to
be feasible. Calculations indicate that although the helium gas within
the panel will permeate out into the purge bag, the rate at which this
transpires is so slow that the process is ineffective.
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Enclosing the installed insulation system within an impermeable
bag pressurized with CO2 appears less practical than the approach of a
more permeable bag with a continuous purge because of the time and cost
associated with fabrication, installation and leak checking.
Calculation methods for the various techniques are presented in
Appendix 5.
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4.2.2. Casing Permeability Tests
,m
l To evaluate preformed and plain casing materials in the unwrinkled
_ (as received) and wrinkled condition_ helium permeability tests were per-
formed test samples Veeco MS-9 heliumon using a mass spectrometer
" leak detector. Low helium permeability for the casing materials is required
to insure that the insulation panels can be cryopumped to a suitably low
pressure for optimum insulation performance.
I Materials tested included 4-ply aluminized Mylar and Mylar-aluminum-
i aluminum-Mylar (MAAM) casing material. The results of these tests, shown
•,. in Table 6 _ are comparable to results achieved previously for the 4 ply
material under contract NAS3-6289_ i.e. in the range of 0.3 x 10-5 atm.
cc helium per sec. ft.2atm, h elium, while the MAAM casing material
i was determined to have a helium permeability rate equal to or lower
i than the capability of the leak detector_ i.e. 5 x 10-9 atm.cc, helium per
second ft. 2 atm. The MAAM was leak check_dID investigate its possible
I use as an impermeable 1/3 air exposed area of the casing and not as a
• substitute for the 4-ply casing material. MAAM_ although offering a very
low permeability, is unacceptable as a casing material because of its high
l lateral thermal conductivity.
U Permeability tests of the 4-ply aluminized Mylar laminate material
were performed on both wrinkled and unwrinkled test specimens using
a 3-inch diameter permeability tester (See Fig. 24). The wrinkled samples
i were obtained from the casing of evacuated panels containing three layers
of glass insulation material. Samples of drawn casing were obtained by
thermo-vacuum forming the 4-ply material over a form constructed of 7/8"
• diameter by .080 inch thick washers thumbtacked to a board in a 60 ° pattern
"" on i-i/2 inch centers.
i The test procedure was as follows. A sample of the subject material
was clamped between two "O" ring sealed cavities. One side of the tester
l then evacuated to low via the leak detector; helium at onewas a pressure
W atmosphere pressure was then admitted to the secondcavity and a steady
_ state helium indication obtained on the leak detector. This number was
l then compared to the indicated reading obtained for the fix ed standard
leak to yield the specimen permeability. The standard leak and permeability
i were equated by the formulaj
_" 3 sSteady State Detector Scale Reading (Units) x Standard Leak (Atm.cm / ec. units)
I Standard Leak Detector Scale Readi'ng (Units) x Area of test sample (ft 2 units)
!
TABLE 6
MEASURED PERMEABILITY OF CASING MATERIALS
I, Mylar-Aluminum -Aluminum -Mylar
(MAAM) - I/2 rnil Mylar
•35 Aluminum
Perm eability Rate*
4 x 10 -8**
II. 4-Ply Aluminized Mylar
Ma/aMa+ aMa/aM
M - 1/4 Mil Mylar
a - Aluminizing
/ -Bond Line
a. Unwrinkled 1.
2..
b. Wrinkled
1.
3.
4.
c. Drawn
1.
2.
3.,
.3 x 10 -5
.3 x l0 -5
x 10 -5
•3 x !0-5
• 3 x 10 -b
-5
.3x 10
x 10 .5
• 5x 10-5
.5x 10 .5
* Permeability
Arm cc helium
s ec. -ft. 2_arm.
** Limit of leak detector
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!I 4.2.3 Storage Life Tests
I Two 18 x 36 in. test panels, composed of 14 layers of .02 inch
thick open cell foam spacers and six aluminized Mylar radiation shields
I enclosed in a four-ply aluminized Mylar casing assembled with NARMCO
I 7343/7139 adhesive were fabricated. These were applied to a flat wall
I test tank for storage life tests. Both panels contained 0.5 grams of
I Palladium Ckide hydrogen getter.
In order to evaluate the effect of air exposure on casing per-
meability, panel No. 1 employed an impermeable casing of Mylar/
Aluminum/Aluminum/Mylar laminate (MAAM) on the outer 1/3 of the
I jacket surface which was exposed to the air atmosphere, while the outer
• exposed area of panel No. 2 was protected from a_r exposure by a carbon
m dioxide purge bag. The net effect of these two systems was to eliminate
I panel exposure to the air, as the remaining area of each panel was already
protected from air exposure by virtue of the panels being sealed to the flat
m wall tester and purged with CO 2. Two dummy panels, each measuring
24 x 36 inches were used, one on either side of the demonstration panels,
I to provide a two-layered shingled insulation system.
Preconditioning of panel materials was limited to heating the
i aluminized Mylar radiation shields in air at 200°F for 24 hours. This pro-
i cedure of heating the shields in air was found particularly helpful in reducing
hydrogen offgassing. Residual hydrogen in the panel was removed with
hydrogen getter located on the outer most spacer, at the warm (ambient) end
of the panel. Efforts to improve gaseous conductance of these panels were
limited to one i/2-inch diameter hole in each aluminized Mylar radiation
I shield. Each hole, located on a 1-inch radius using the evacuation port at
m origin, was indexed 120 ° from the hole in the adjacent radiation shield.
I for each panel was vacuum formed to obtain theThe outer casing
necessary depth required to enclose the insulation without preload. These
casings were vacuum formed over a mandrel which consisted of a 3/8 inch
stack of art board and one conductance layer of dexiglas. The "MAAM"
material was laminated to the 4-ply material after the casing was formed
I but prior to removing the casing from the vacuum forming fixture. Goodyear
m G-207 heat sealable resin was used to laminate the MAAM and 4-ply material.
m NARMCO adhesive was used to bond the casing joints and also to bond the
I instrumentation manifold to the casing. The manifold included a cold
cathode ionization gage, a thermocouple type vacuum gage, and a 0-30
inch Hg Bourdontube gage. In addition, the manifold also included a
connection to obtain a sample of the residual gases at cryogenic tem-
I perature and a thermocouple to record the temperature of the manifold.
I
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The completed panels were evacuated for 96 hours using
a LN 2 cold trap and diffusion pump prior to helium leak checking•
panel leak rates, as determined by a helium leak detector were as
follows:
The
Panel No. i- 4-Ply Casing
Plus outer exposed area laminated
with MAAM
Panel No. 2- 4-Ply Casing
W/O Impermeable outer casing
-5 arm cG.hel.
• 28 x l0
sec ft 2
• 34 x 10 -5 atm cc hel.
sec ft2
These leak rates are comparable to previously measured rates for the basic
material. The difference in measured helium leak rate between panel No.
I and panel No. 2 is attributable to reduced permeable panel area. Panel
No. 1 had 1/6 of its area laminated with MAAM. The leak rate of panel No. 1
based on a corrected area (area of 4-ply casing only) was .34 x 10 -5 atm cc hel.
sec ft2
After leak checking, the panels were backfilled to one atmosphere
with Coleman grade carbon dioxide gas and installed on the LH 2 flat wall
tester in a shingled manner as follows. A dummy panel, covering the
upper 2/3 of the LH 2 test sur face, was installed to establish the first
shingled layer. The two test panels were then installed with the lower
portion of the panels contacting the remaining 1/3 exposed area of LH 2
test surface. A second dummy panel was then positioned on the outer-
lower 2/3 of the test area to establish a minimum two layer panel thick-
ness insulation system.
All panels were attached to each other and to the test tank by
applying Goodyear G-207 contact adhesive in a one inch wide pattern
around the outer most edges of the test area. The space betweenthe
panels was then made vacuum tight using the BFF - (Johns Manville Co.)
three inch wide pressure sensitive tape applied at the edges of the panel
to tank joints and panel to panel joints. A .040 inch thick polyethylene
bag for the carbon dioxide purge was fabricated to cover the exposed
outer 1/6 area of the plain 4-ply panel. The purge bag and the space
behind the panels were constantlymaintained with a CO 2 atmosphere
during simulated panel storage life tests. During hydrogen testing,
only the purge bag was maintained with a CO 2 atmosphere .
In addition to the CO 2 panel purge, it was necessary to maintain
a helium purge on the test vessel guard insulation in order to preclude
the possibility of cryopumping air. Upon completion of the installation
of the panel system and purges the test panels were re-evacuated using
a: LN 2 cold trap and diffusion pump for another 72 hours and finally
backfilled with Coleman grade carbon dioxide gas.
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The purpose of these tests was to demonstrate the storage life
capability of the panels. This was accomplished by recording the
cryopumped pressure and analysis of the residual gas in the panels at
liquid hydrogen temperature. The panels were then allowed to warm-up
and stored at room temperature for approximately two weeks, at which
time the cryopump test was repeated in order to compare the pressures
achieved and the gas analysis obtained from both tests.
Figure 25 is a plot of the cryopumped pressure achieved within the
panels for the tests. Figure 26shows the installed storage life panels
duriny hydroyen testing. Manifold temperature recorded during this
test ranged from a high of 48 °F to a low of 22 °F. (Room temperature
ranged from 55 °F to 35 °F duriny the test). Test data are presented in
Appendix 4.
Although the thermocouple type vacuum gayes indicated a pressure
of less than 1 micron (1 x 10 -3 tort) for the first test, the cold cathode
gages were not operative. Analysis of the residual gas at this pressure
within the panel is shown in Table 7.
From observation of the results of the gas analysis and a plot
of the thermal history for the first test, it appears that the "N 2 + CO"
is most likely nitroyen, due to the rapid panel pressure decay after the
admission of liquid hydrogen to the test vessel. Failure of the panels to
achieve the desired 1 x 1 0 -4 torr was probably due to gas transmittance
limitations of the panel rather than gas composition.
I
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These panels, with the original carbon dioxide backfill were
retested following a two week interval, during which time the carbon
dioxide purge was continuously maintained in the space behind the panels,
and on the exposed outer 1/3 of Panel No. 2. This second cryopumping
test resulted in achieviny panel pressures in the order of 100 microns.
(See Figure 27). Analysis of the 100 mic_or_plus residual gas, indicated
a high helium background which was attributable to a leak into the
space behind the panels from the helium purged tank insulation. Both
panels were found to contain helium gas. Apparently the high helium
background of the panels after this test was caused by seal leakage
around the panel edges from the helium purged guard insulation and
was not due to any real leaks in the panels. The helium gas entered the
space behind the panels via small pin hole type leaks which developed
in the seal between the panels and the aluminum face plate on the flat
plate tests. This was borne out by the fact that the measured leak
plus permeability rates of the panels after this second test were .25 x 10 -5
and .24 x 10 -5 atm. cc helium/ft.2 for panels No. 1 and 2 respectively.
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The difference in these readings before and after testing may be attributed
to experimental accuracy in leak testing°
The ultimate cryopumped panel pressures during the second test
were 150 and 80 microns for Panels No. 1 and 2 respectively. Of this,
95% of the 150 microns in Panel No. 1 was helium, while Banel No. 2
contained 15 microns of helium in the 80 micron total pressure. It is
believed that the reason that Panel No. 1 contained the higher helium
contamination is due to the positions of the panels relative to the
location of the helium purge port_ coupled with the fact that more leaks
were found in the immediate area around the purge port. Because of the
limited conductance behind the panels, Panel No. 2 was therefore not
exposed to as great a helium concentration as Panel No. 1 .
To preclude a similar failure of this seal on later storage life
tests, a Mylar/lead/Mylar laminate casing was bonded directly to the
aluminum face plate using NARMCO 7343/7139 adhesive_ and this
flap was in turn bonded to the outside of the foam guard.
The cryopumped pressure achieved in Panel No. 2, the panel
which was covered with a carbon dioxide filled bag3 w as not satisfactory
in either test_ since in addition to helium a significant buildup in air
pressure between tests was noted. The gas analysis during the second
test indicated that a significant portion of the 80 microns was due to
oxygen, nitrcr_en, and argon. Apparently_ although there was leakage
of carbon dioxide out of the polyethylene "purge bag", it was not
sufficient to sweep out the air permeating through the bag material and
resulted in an air partial pressure sufficient to cause air constituent
permeability into the panel. Therefore, the polyethylene purge bag was
replaced with a Mylar purge bag.
The two storage life panels_ after an additional evacuation time
of about 1580 hours since the previous test, were again backfilled with
Coleman Grade carbon dioxide immediately prior to the first of two
cryopurnp tests. The panels cryopumped to I x 10 -4 tort during test
No. 3 (See Figure 28) as measured on a cold cathode type vacuum gage.
After a one week storage time, the second test of these same panels
(test No. 4) achieved a pressure of less than 1 x 10 -3 torr(l micron)
as measured by a thermocouple type vacuum gage, with the cold cathode
vacuum gages reading greater than 5 x 10-3 torr.
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I
s as ndIt It i re o e that the low pressure measured in the first test
I was attributable to the fact that the cold cathode gages had been thoroughly
outgassed by the long evacuation period. After a one week soak, however,
i a high pressure was indicated because of outgassing from the gages and
" relatively poor gas transmittance from the gages to the cryopumping sur-
e face. The pressure at the gages was in the order of several microns which
[] was water. It appeared that since the thermocouple gage was indicating
-- a pressure of less than 1x 10-3, the cryopumped pressure of the CO 2 filled
R panel itself was most likely lower than indicated by the ionization gages.
• For this reason it is felt that the data indicated a successful demonstration
_ of the ability of these panels to withstand the one week storage life.
I .._ Evacuation of the storage life panels continued for a total
• of 1580 hours between the previous cryopumping tests (No. I and 2) and
• cryopumping tests (No. 3 and 4). During this period, several residual
gas samples at ambient temperature were obtained. In addition to panel
I vacuation, the space behind the panels was also evacuated to determine
the effect on panel pressure rise and gas analysis of the settleout com-
e ponents. The results of these gas analyses, presented in Table 5 indicates
i littleadvantage in long term pumping after the initial evacuation of non-
- condensibles. Gas sample No. 4 taken after 552 hours of additional pumping
beyond the time that uas sample No. 3 was obtained, is observed to differ
• only slightly from sample No. 3. Also, the effect of permeationand/or leakage
through the casings in the space behind the panels does not contribute
I significantly if at all to the panel gas load.
[] Sample No. 5 from Panel No. 2 was obtained after the 4th cryopump
test. However, because of a leak in the glass stop cock on the sampling bulb,
a gas sample was not obtained from Panel No. Iduring test No. 4. No gas
i samples were taken during cryopump test No. 3. It was considered wise to
• avoid a possibility of contamin.atin9 the vacuum space. Also since the
_ observed pressure was Ix 10-4 tort it is highly unlikely that a gas analysis
i would have displayed any meaningful information.
!
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4.3 Cryopumping
4.3.1 Theoretical Pumpdown Characteristics of a Cryopumped Panel
The analytical transient temperature profile is obtained from a
general solution obtained by Carslaw and Jaegar3. The linear transient
heat conduction equation is:
_t 32t
e = a z (i)
3x
where:
t
@ =
X =
temperature, °R
time, hr.
distance from cold end of panel, ft.
thermal diffusivity, ft. 2/hr.
To simplify the boundary conditions, we let
T= t-t i
where:
(2)
1
i.e. ambient temperature,
(1) then becomes:
2
_T _ T
_@ - _ ----_
_x
initial temperature of the insulation before cooldown
OR.
(3)
The boundary conditions are:
T = T when x = 0
o
T = Owhenx = L
T = Owhen @ = 0
(4)
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where:
T = cold side temperature, °R
o
L _- length of heat path, ft.
To solve (3) subject to boundary conditions (4), we let
T = u+w (s)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
where u and w satisfy the following equations:
d 2 u
d x 2
= 0 (0< x< L)
u = T when x = 0
0
u = 0 when x = L
and
(6)
_2
= W
_ w a (0< x< L) (7)
_t _ x 2
I
I
I
I
I
I
w = 0
W = -T
Solving (6) and (7) we find
u = T
O
CD
W = Z
1
when x= 0 and x = L
when 8 = 0
x
(1 - _ ) (8)
a 2rr28
a sin n rT x - n
n L e LZ (9)
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I whe re:
= 2T o _L ,x ,, . nnx I _ 1
I _n , _ Jo [_-i; sln -'{-- a x (i0)
I Integrating (10), we obtain
I ' an = - 2n-_T (ii)
I (ii) into (9) thus gives:
I oo c_n2_28
w 2To F. 1 sin n_ x e "" L2
| =- 1 n --F-- (12)
I (8) and (12) into (5) gives the final solution for T.
, czn2Tr28
X 2 (x) 1 . nnx - L2
I T = TO _i- _ -_" _1 n sln _'-- e I (13)
I The mass transfer is calculated numerically by dividing the panel
into twenty linear grids. The mass transfer between successive units is
I determined by the following equation:
MFW (8 j - 8j 1 ') (Pi + 1 - Pi )
I _ Ni j = L R Tavg ' i (14)
I where:
I _N i = mass than entered element i from element
i + 1 during time 8j - @j I' lb. moles.
I M = number of divisions, e.g. 20.
i F = gas transmittance of the panel, CFM ft.[ength/ft. width.
I W = panel width, ft.
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L = panel length, ft.
@j = current time, min.
8j_ 1 = time at previous iteration.
Pi+ = _ressure of element i + I, mm Hg1 "
Pi = pressure of element i, mm Hg.
T
avg, i
= average temperature of element i and
element i + 1, °K.
R = universal gas constant, (mm Hg) (ft.3) /
(lb.mole) (°K.)
From previous experimental data the following empirical correlation
was derived for the conductance.
log F = 0.8674'4 log P +1.1783 P > 50 mm Hg (15)
F = 40 P-_ 50 mm Hg (16)
The pressure in a given element was determined in the following
manner. A pressure P1 was calculated by the ideal gas law by the equation:
Ni R Ti
P1 - V (17)
where:
N i = mass in the element, Ib.moles.
V = volume of the element, ft.3
T i = temperature of the element, °R.
The vapor pressure, Po' of the substance at T i was then determined by
an empirical equation. The program then selects the smaller of Pl and Po which
is then taken as P, the pressure of the element. This procedure thus automatically
takes into account the solidifcation of the gas at low temperatures.
4
Dushman gives an equation for the vapor pressure of CO 2.
log Po - 8.882 + 0.8702 log T- 0.003891 T- 1408/T (18)
where Po is in mm Hg and T is in K.
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For the other gases of interest, data from several sources
was plotted on a semi-log plot versus I/T and was found to yield a straight
llne. Using a least squares fit on the computer, constants were then
determined for the following equation.
I log Po = A- B/T
where Po and T have the units of mm Hg and °K, respectively.
A and B resulting from the program are given in Table 8.I
I
I
I
I
(19)
Values of
The computer calculations proceed as follows. The system is initialized
by assigning ti (ambient temperature) to all the elements in the panel. The
initial mass in each element is then calculated using equation (17). The
analytical solution then assumes that the cold side temperature instantaneously
reaches the temperature of the liquid in the tank (20.4°K for liquid hydrogen).
Heat transfer then proceeds as the time is Incremented. The temperature at
any time and at any location in the panel is determined by equation (13). As
an element cools, its pressure is lowered as calculated by (17)or a vapor pressure
equation. Mass then flows out of an into the element as determined by equation
(14). The new amount of mass in the element is calculated by (20).
I
I
I
I
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where:
Ni, j = Ni,j, 1 - Z&Ni_I, j + _Ni, j (20)
Ni,j
Ni,j-1
= new amount of gas in element i after time j,
lb. moles.
= previous amount of gas in element i at time
j-l, lb. moles.
Whenever equat{on (14) indicates that more mass flows out of the
element than is actually present, then the amount leaving is assigned the
amount of mass present. When equation (20) indicates zero mass in the
element, then the element takes on the pressure of the nearest colder
element that does contain mass. A pressure versus time relationship is
thus established.
The most important prerequisite for a successful application of this
computer solution to the cryopumped panel is a good understanding of the he at
transfer mechanisms and heat flow paths in the transient condition. There are
three possible controlling heat transfer modes that apply during the pumpdown
and cooldown period. In the early stages of the cooldown, the panel is entirely
filled with the gas phase. The high thermal diffusivity of the gas phase is then
controlling a_nd the profile therefore develops due to gas transmittance. However,
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TABLE 8
Constants For Vapor Pressure Correlation
Gas
Nitrogen
Ammonia
Methane
Oxygen
Propane
N-Butane
A
7.8508
9.9703
7.2762
7.8293
7,5299
7.624
B
372.63
1631,7
491.62
431.15
1072.26
1290.46
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as the gas begins to solidify at the cold end of the panel, the density of the
gas phase decreases, heat is then transferred at a slower rate, and solid
conduction along the aluminized Mylar must then be considered. Thus the
two remaining possibilities for the controlling heat transfer mechanism are gas
conduction at a low pressure (approximately 0.1 micron of mercury) and solid
conduction along the aluminized Mylar•
Examination of (13) shows that the rate at which the temperature profile
is established is determined by
2
C_
L 2 .
a rr2
Therefore, the group L---Z-- not a should be examined to determine the
controlling heat transfe,: mechanism. Table 9 gives the values of cz and
2
Lg-2_-- for the three mechanisms Since the normal gas conduction at atmospheric
9
pressure has the highest value of aL_ , it appears that this mechanism would
be controlling. The mechanism would only be effective while a continuous gas
phase is present in the panel which, of course, is not true after the panel has
cryopumped to a low pressure. But, the period after this low pressure has been
attained is not of practical interest• Another point worth mentioning is that this
continuous phase could also be interrupted by the stratified nature of the panel, for
example, if gas in the upper layers separated from the lower layers of the .panels
by impervious Mylar could not somehow migrate to the lower levels. However,
if gas tight seals existed between the layers then a panel containing a gas such
as nitrogen could not possibly be cryopumped since the temperature in the upper
layers, one third of the way through the stock of three shingled panels, would
be considerably above the solidifcation point of such a gas. Experimental evider_e
indicates that such is not thecase and a nitrogen tilled panel will indeed cryopumpo
Therefore, there must be sufficient communication between the layers (probably
at the outside edges) for the gas to flow to the lower sections. Thus the normal
gas conduction at a high pressure during the early stages of the pumpdown is
probably the controlling mechanism.
Even though the initial gas conduction is probably controlling in this
problem, the third mechanism of conduction longitudinally alongthe aluminized
Mylar was also investigated in order to bracket the actual heat transfer mechanism.
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Table
Thermal Parameters in
Mechanism
Normal gas conduction
at atmospheric pressure (CO2)
!
Normal panel conduction
at vacuum
Longitudinal conduction
at vacuum
Transient Temperature
(Ft.2/Hr.) L (in.)
Profile
a _2 (Hr. - l)
L 2
0,383 1.25 35.4
0.000320 1.25
0,1576 36
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0.291
0,160
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The panel investigated in this analysis which will be used for the
cryopump tests had the following characteristics.
Panel length - 36 in.
Panel width - 36 in.
Panel thickness - 0.40 in.
Cold side temperature - 294.4°K
For the normal gas transmittance mechanism, the gases investigated
were ammonia, n-butane, carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrogen. For the
longitudinal paneltransrr_ttax_ mechanism, propane and oxygen were also tried.
The transient temperature profile for CO 2 is given in Figure 29 while the transient
for the longitudinal paneltransmit_ance mechanism is given in Figure 3(I The
theoretical oumpdown curves for both mechanisms for various gases are given in
Figures 31 & 32. As can be seen from the curves, the normal gas transmittance
predicts that all the gases investigated would give satisfactory performance
with nitrogen giving the longest pumpdown time to 0.1 micron (40 minutes.) The
longitudinal panel transrr_ttance mechanism predicts that ammonia, n-butane,
carbon dioxide, and propane would all pump down in a reasonably short time
(20-40 minutes). Methane, oxygen and nitrogen would not pump down to 0.1 micron
for at least six hours and therefore would probably be unsatisfactory for this
application. However, as discussed earlier, some form of the normal gas
transrnittax_e mechanism is probably controlling. All of the gases investigated
therefore probably would give satisfactory performances in the cryopumped panel.
The most critical assumption in the computer analysis was that of the
controlling transient heat transfer mechanism. The actual mechanism has
probably been bracketed by considering two possible mechanisms but experimental
data was needed in order to select the correct mechanism. If the transient
experimental data obtained was in disagreement with both of these mechanisms,
then the program could be modified to accept the experimental temperature - time
data. A pumpdown curve could then be generated on the computer based upon the
actual heat transfer mechanism.
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FIGURE 31 Theoretical Pumpdown Curves For Various Gases In a
36" x 36" 7 Layer SEMI Panel at LH 2 Temperatures
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FIGURE 32 Theoretical Pumpdown Curves For Various Gases In A
36" x 36" 7 Layer SEMI Panel at LH2 Temperatures
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4.3o2 Gryopumplng Tests
In order to verify the analysis and make an intelligent choice
of the cryopumping gas, a simulated panel system was installed on the
40 inch square flat plate tester° The schematics for the test panel and
for the apparatus are shown in Figures 33 and 34. The test panel was
built using two layers of .0.02 inch rigid open cell polyurethane
foam with each of the six double aluminized Mylar radiation shields. The
dummy pane Is were fabricated with 1/10-inch thick foam sheets stacked
up to the required thickness. The as-built system had a test panel
.35-inch thick versus 0o2-inches thick for the evachated dummy panels.
Thermocouples were located;as shown in Figure 35; within the test panel,
on the face of the tank, on the evacuation manifold, and the various gauges.
; ."
In initial testing it was found very difficult to get the dummy panels
le_k tight'. However, since both the dummy panels and the area behind
the test panel are all to be purged with .the t_st panel purge gas_ it was
decided to put one lead Mylar jacket over the entire apparatus and bond
it directly to the face plate of the tester. Thus_ the dummy panels and
the area behind the panels had a common vacuum system.
I
I
I
NRC cold cathode gauges were used to measure the vacuum level
in the test panel both at the warm end and at the cold end. A thermocouple
gauge was also attached to the wan_,, end.
It was decided to test the two gases which covered the extremes of
pumpdown as determined by a theoretical analysis. These were carbon
dioxide and nitrogen.
I
I
I
I
I
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Because of the mass and high heat leak of the test apparatus, it
was necessary to cool it down with liquid nitrogen prior to initiating the
liquid hydrogen fill. Thus, the tank cooldown took a finite time whereas
the analysis reported above assumed an instantaneous cooldown. For this
reason it would not be expected that the test results plotted as vacuum
level versus time would agree exactly with the predicted. Figure 36 shows
a comparison between the actual vacuum time history as measured on the
thermocouple gauge, and the predicted curve. These data have been adjusted
to account for the time the pressures were coming to equilibrium during
the nitrogen cooldown. However, the curve as shown is considered to be
representative of what would occur if the cooldown could have been affected
with liquid hydrogen alone. It will be noted that the evacuation curve is
longer in time than predicted but that the ultimate pressure of something
less than 1/10 of a micron appears to have been achieved in about one hour
after LH 2 fi!lo
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The warm end cold cathode gauge never did come on scale,
whereas the cold end cold cathode gauge recorded about i/I0 of a micron
about one hour after the liquid hydrogen fill. While these data certainly
are not conclusive, it is felt that the hi%_h pressure reading of the cold
cathode gauges is due to hydrogen offgassing of the gauges themselves.
A getter capsule was located in the proximity of these gauges o The
hydrogen evolved thus formed water rapidly, however, the conductance
between the getter package and a cold cryopumping surface would be
quite low for water. Thus, it is believed that high water pressure
in the vicinity of the gauges themselves caused the high reading.
The thermocouples within the test panel were located on the
inside and the outside radiation shield with one layer of foam separating
the thermocouples from the panel casing. The temperature measurements
recorded at steady state for the carbon dioxide purged system are shown
on Table 10, Review of these data willindicate that each shingle layer
of the panel is essentially isothermal, and that there is a greater
temperature drop both across the panels and at those positions where the
shinyling goes from one layer to another. The large temperature drop from
the warm side to the cold side at any given location tends to indicate
that a respectable degree of vacuum was achieved. The fact that most
of the temperature drop occurs across the test panel as compared with
the dummy panel is possibly due to the fact that the dummy panel
was thinner, and also may indicate that the dummy panel had a higher
vacuum level (70UHg was measured). This hiyh residual gas in the
dummy panel could possibly be helium gas leakage from around the
edges. (Helium gas was used to purge the foam insulation and the area
outside the test panels.)
At the completion of the carbon dioxide test, the test panel and
dummys were evacuated and back filled with evaporated liquid nitrogen
and the test procedure repeated. As predicted by theory, it took much longer
for the nitrogen gas to cryopump than the carbon dioxide, (three hours
versus one hour to approach a steady state) and the final vacuum level
apparently was higher. The pressure time history compared with the
theoretical is shown in Figure 37. AlthouMh neither of the cold cathode
gauMes were indicatiny, it is probable that a pressure somewhere in
betweem 0.1 and 1 micron was the best that was achieved.
The temperature distribution achieved at steady state during the
gaseous nitrogen test is also shown in Table ]0. It will be seen that lower
temperature levels were experienced with the nitrogen purge gas than had
been noted when CO 2 was used. This is probably due to the fact that
essentially no vacuum was available during the nitrogen cooldown. It
will also be noted that the temperature gradient across the panel is greatest
on the cold leg of the shinMle system. This may be due to the effects
of subcooling of the insulation or it may indicate a greater degree of
vacuum on the cold end than on the warm end.
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TABLE 10
STEADY STATE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS (°C)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Thermocouple No.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Time After LHe Fill
Location C0p Test Ne Test
Evac. Manifold
Gauge Port
Gauge Behind Panels
First Section Dummy
Second Section Dummy
Cold Side Warm Section
Cold Side Middle Section
Cold Side Middle Section
Cold Side Middle Section
Cold Side Cold Section
Cold Side Cold Section
Warm Side Warm Section
Warm Side Middle Section
Warm Side Middle Section
Warm Side Middle Section
Warm Side Cold Section
Warm Side Cold Section
Warm Side Cold Section
Tank Wall Top
Tank Wall Middle
+ 15
+ 15
+ 20
+ 12
+ I0
- 66
- 105
- 105
- II0
- 120
Inope rative
+ 5
0
0
0
- 75
- 80
- 90
- 90
<- 230
80 Min.
0
- 18
0
- I0
- 15
- 130
- 150
- 155
- 160
- 160
I noperative
- 20
- 20
- 25
- 8
- 65
- 65
- 75
- 75
<- 230
465 Min.
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Since the relative performance of the self evacuating characteristics
of the insulation between carbon dioxide and nitrogen gas are as predicted
by theory, csrbon dioxide was used as the purge gas for the panels applied
to the calorimeter tank.
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4.3,3 Vacuum GauqeTests
Throughout the work with carbon dioxide filled insulation systems,
problems with accurate vacuum gauging were present. The desired vacuum
level (10-4tort) is below the range for thermocouple type gauges and near
the upper limit for ionization gauges. Additional difficulty was attributed
to gauge off-gassin_ and possible dissociation of the carbon dioxide.
A number of attempts to investigate this dilemma were made on various
types of apparatus. All consisted of a piping manifold connected to a
liquid nitrogen or hydrogen cold trap and a vacuum pump. As shown on
Table 11 each had a different gas transmittance betweenthe test gauge
and vacuum source.
Arrangement number 8 is shown in Figure 38. This had the highest
gas transn_ttance of the arrangements tested. Three ports located on the
right end next to the NRC readout are available for gauge tests. In the
photograph two NRC type 524 cold cathode gauges are shown installed.
Provision is made for valving off one of the gauges and including a getter
package with it. The cold trap is shown at the center. The Equibar
120 capacitance type differential pressure gauge is attached across a
valve to the vacuum pumping station.
I
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Three series of tests were conducted on this apparatus as shown
on Table 12; two with the two cold cathode gauges using used and fresh
getter material_ and one with a CVC GIC017 hot cathode ionization gauge.
It will be seen that in all cases the gau_es agreed with each other. An
improvement in residual gas pressure by a factor of two is indicated by
installing fresh getter. Since the original getter material was not subjected
to sufficient hydrogen to use it up, it is surmised that there may be some
poisoning action due to the carbon dioxide. More development work will
be needed to determine the effects of long-term exposure to carbon dioxide
for the getter.
When the test apparatus was originally charged with CO2, it was
found that only relatively high pressures could be obtained by cryo-
pumping, indicating either severe offgassing or impurities in the Coleman
grade CO 2. It was therefore the practice to condense the carbon dioxide
on the cold trap and then evacuate the system for some time through a
diffusion pump in order to remove noncondensables. This had to be re-
peated two or three times. Even after cleaning up of the CO2, however,
it was noted that the dynamic pumping produced lower residual pressures than
did cryopumping. This is an indication that there was offgassing in the
system somewhere.
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!The Linde Palladium Oxide getter material was installed to convert
hydrogen, which was suspected as the offgassing material from the gauges,
to water. The experience gained in these tests and previous ones indicates
that the getter does react satisfactorily with offgassed hydrogen; however,
the system gas _ansmittance for water is worse than is the transmittance for
hydrogen. Thus in some cases the pressure at the gauge throat was higher
with the getter in the system. This water vapor, however, will condense on
the cryopumping surface while the offgassed hydrogen will not. Therefore,
the use of getter is recommended.
There was speculation that the offgassing was due to the system
rather than just the vacuum gauges. In order to get an indication of the
affect, 21 sq. in. of copper foil were rolled and inserted into the system
at the plug shown on the right in Figure 38. The total surface area of the
system was thus increased by about 20%. No change in the indicated
pressure levels could be detected, however, and it is felt that this is
an indication that the offgassing load from the system other than the
gauges is small.
In order to get an indication of any dissociation of the carbon
dioxide atmosphere by firing the 9auges at high pressure, gas analyses
were made before and after gauge firing with and without get ter in the
system. These data are shown on Table 13. Unfortu nately, there was an
air leak into the sample bottle when the sample without the getter was
taken after gauge firing. Prior to taking any samples, the system was
pressurized to 1000 microns with Coleman grade carbon dioxide and valved
off. After valving it was found that the pressure continued to rise to about
1700 microns as measured by the Equibar. This rise may be attributed to
poor transnittance through the pipiny to the Equibar. It will be noted that
firing of the gauge in both tests caused an increase in the oxygen con-
centration of the residual gas. This may be an indication of carbon dioxide
dissociation. The data for water and t_ydrogen do not appear to be accurate
enough to draw any conclusions regarding the operation of the getter
material. Gauge tests with nitrogen in place of carbon dioxide resulted in
gauge readings about the same as with carbon dioxide tending to indicate
that dissociation does not occur.
A tabulation of all gauge tests made is shown in Table 12 . Apparatus
Number 8 was designed for high lransmittance to compare it with previous data
to determine the effect of transir_ttance on the ultimate cryopumped or vacuum-
pumped pressure. The data for cryopumped pressure versus tranSrhfttance are
shown Figure 39. As would be expected, because of the many variables
!
!
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TABLE 13
GAUGE TEST GAS ANALYSES
I
i
I
1
I
I
I
Component
H 2
CH 4
H20
N 2 + CO
02
Ar
C02
Without Getter
Background Sample
Not detected
N.D.
0.48%
<i
0.02
N.D.
Major component
After Firin_
<
!
o
2:
With Getter
Background
Sample
N.D.
N.D.
0.02%
<i
0.02
N.D.
M.C.
After Firin_
0.03%
0.01
0.02
<i
6.6
N.D.
M.C.
Pressure 1600 1700 1700
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involved other than just transmittance_ there is considerable scatter in
the data. Among the variables which would influence these data, assuming
that the gas load is primarily from offgassing of the gauge_ are past history
of the gauge, inaccuracies in estimating the actual transmittance andthe
gas composition. Past history of the gauge is probably the r_ost important.
I
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If one assumes _hat the pressure at the cryopumping surface is
low relative to the pressure at the vacuum gauge and that the offgassing
rate is constant over an extended period of time (this is no doubt quite
an oversimplifying assumption), the relationship between the pressure
achieved and the transmittance should be linear when plotted on a log-log
scale since the flow rate is proportional to the product of the transrnfttance
and the pressure difference in the molecular flow regime. As can be seen
on Figure 39, there is some indication that this is occurring, and the data
indicate that the gauge readings may be attributable to the flow of off-
gassed gas through the system to the vacuum source. Similarly_ if one
estimates the_ransmittance of an insulation panel as applied to the
calorimeter tank and compares it to these gauge test data, one would
predict a pressure in the micron range. The pressure actually measured
during testing was in fact ih this range nntil about 40 hours into the test.
While these data are anything but conclusive, it may be reasoned
that much of the difficulty in measuring low pressures in cryopumped panels
may be attributable to offgassing of the gauges. It would seem that the
gauges are indicating the pressure in their throats but not necessarily the
pressure near the cold surface or elsewhere in a panel.
I
i
i
I
Operation of a NRC-524 cold cathode ionization g_uge at low ambient
temperature causes the gauge to read only very slightly lower than actual
pressure. In a test conducted using an ungettered NRC gauge surrounded by
dry icej a gettered NRC gauge located in the same vacuum system but in
an ambient temperature zone and an Equibar Capacitance Type Vacuum gauge
used as the vacuum reference, the gauges read as noted in Table i4 after
cryopumping Coleman grade carbon dioxide on a liquid nitrogen cold trap.
The gauge test manifold pressure increase noted in the Table was attributed
to a probable "O" ring failure on either the gauge itself or on the vacuum
coupling holding the gauge, since no leakage was det.ected after warm-up.
9O
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Time
Minutes
0
5
7
9
12
15
TABLE 14
NRC-524 Cold Cathode Gauge Tests
Low Temperature Operation
Coleman Grade Carbon Dioxide Cryopumped at LN 2 Temperature
Ambient Temperature
Gettered NRC-524
Pressure (To,T)
Equibar
Pressure (Tort)
m
1.6 x 10 .3
1.6x 10 .3
I. 5 x 10 .3
1.3x 10 .3
-3
> + 5.0 x 10
Low Temperature
Ungettered NRC- 524
Pressure (Torr)
_ _ @ 24°C
0.2 x 10-3 1.5 x 10-3 @ 24°C
-3 -3
0.2 x 10 1.3 x 10 @-5°C
-3 -3
0.1 x l0 1.2 x l0 @-26°C
-3
- 1.1 x 10 @-38°C
400.0x l0 -3 >+5.0 x 10 -3 @-43°C
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4,4, Calorimeter Tank
4.4.1 Calorimeter Tank Panel Desiqn
The GFE calorimeter tank on which SEMI panels were installed for
test is double guarded. It is a vertically mounted cylinder with a guard on
top, measuring tank in the center, and a guard on the bottom. The assembly
is supported by a central support tube which is suspended from the chamber
dome for test purposes and which is supported at both ends for horizontal or
vertical handling in its shipping dolly.
The SEMI panel insulation system is shown on Figure 40 (Drawing
D/SK-102626). The shingled panels were installed in three layers, shingled
horizontally. Two sets of panels were installed to simulate seams that would
be experienced on a flight tank. A total of eight panels were installed on
the calorimeter tank. They extended over the guard tanks to preclude lateral
heat flow which would mask the test results.
In order to predict the thermal performance of the SEMI panel
insulated calorimeter tank, the computer program originally written under
Contract NAS3-6289 was revised to account for the variations between the
calorimeter tanks and subsequent variations in panel sizes, for various values
of insulation thermal conductivity. The results are indicated in Table 15.
TABLE I5
Thermal Analysis - Computer Program
3 Layered Semi Panel I_sulated Calorimeter Tank
I
I
I
I
i
Predicted Heat Flux
Assumed Insulation
Thermal Conductivity *
Btu/hr. ft. 2 Btu/hr. ft. °R
.26 1.5 x 10 -5
.32 2.5 x 10-5
.39 3.5 x 10 .5
.45 4.5 x 10 .5
*Values assumed for parametric study
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4.4,2 Calorimeter Panel Fabrication
Panel fabrication was done by a two man team. In some operations,
such as foam punching and panel lay-up, two men worked together. Other
operations such as foam cleaniny, casing forming and adhesive application
were one man operations. Proper indexing of fabrication operations provided
for best utilization of personnel and facilities. Thus, panel lay-up,
adhesive curing, evacuation and leak detection became simultaneous
operations on different panels.
Panel fabrication encompassed several operations:
1. Preprocessing the aluminized Mylar radiation shields by heating
in air for 24 hours at 150°F.
a Punchiny the foam spacers including vacuum cleaning of the
foam to remove the foam dust generated during the bun slicing
operation.
3. Vacuum forming both casings to obtain the required pleats and
recovered panel thickness without residual compression.
e Getter installation and adhesive application (Narmco 7343/7139
preceded by a prime coat of Goodyear G-207 solution) with pressure
cure.
5. Panel evacuation and helium leak checking.
Each of the above mentioned operations will be discussed briefly in
the following sections.
Results of development work performed under a previous SEMI panel
contract (NAS3-6289) indicated that pre-conditioning of the aluminized Mylar
radiation shield was necessary to alleviate hydrogen offgassing. Furthermore,
it was determined that heating the aluminized Mylar in warm circulating air
for 24 hours would sufficiently remove the hydrogen, and that subsequent
vacuum pumping of the panel would adequately clean-up the insulation materials.
The foam spacer used for the calorimeter panels was a three layer
composite consisting of two 0.02 inch thick open cell rigid polyurethane foam
layers containing punched holes (PT-6 configuration) and one 0.02 inch thick
layer of unpunched open cell rigid polyurethane foam. The two punched
hole layers were positioned relative to each other such that support was
achieved only at the intersection of the two webs, as shown in Figure 41.
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Several single layers of punched foam are shown in Fiyure 42. Also
apparent in this figure is a bar containing a row of 21 cutters which
was traversed along the punching table, with indexiny pins to locate
each row of punched holes properly. With this method, seven layers
of foam could be punched satisfactorily at one time. Panel casings
were constructed of a composite casing material consisting of an impermeable
outer air exposed section of Mylar/aluminum/aluminum/Mylar (MAAM)3
and 4-ply aluminized Mylar laminate which was used for the remaining 5/6 of
the panel area. This combination was designed to achieve a casing with
a highly impermeable surface that is exposed to air, yet allowing the
remainder of the panel to exhibit a low thermal conductivity to enhance
thermal performance.
After bonding the two materials together with the Narmco 7343/7139
adhesive and Goodyear G-207 primej the composite casing was vacuum
formed (stretched) to provide the required panel thickness. Three-eighths inch
wide pleats on l-inch centers were formed in the casing at the same time, to
allow for additional material to account for the difference in diameter as the
panels were curved around the tank. The casing pleats are readily apparent
:- _. ..... A_ n,_ nhotoqraph was made prior to assembling the panel. A
completed panel is shown being evacuated in Figure 44. The somewhat
mottled appearance of the panel is due to surface irregularities caused by the
crisscrossed foam webs. Prior to panel assembly, one gram of palladium oxide
getter was placed in the foam spacer in the immediate area surrounding the
evacuation manifold. Panel adhesive joints were then made in the following
sequence: After degreasing the Mylar bond surfaces with Methyl Ethyl Ketone
(MEK) and allowing the casing to air dry, the surfaces were primed with a
solution of G-207 formulation and oven dryed for 24 hours. The prime
consisted of the following:
Goodyear 207 B i00 gms
Toluene 63 gms
MEK 27 gins
Goodyear 207 C 4 gms
After the prime had curedj the Narmco adhesive was applied in the
normal manner_ which consists of the following:
I
I
I
!
Narmco 7343 100 gms
7139 ii gms
Room temperature cure C_ 2-3 psi for 24 hours
followed by Room Temperature cure for 6 days.
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Because of the rel%tively high helium _ermeability of the 4-ply
casing materiai(o33 x L0- atm.c_ /sec.-ft. atm.)as compared to the
MAAM (2 x 10-_atm.cm$/sec.-ft.2atm.), a mixture of nitrogen gas con-
taining slightly less than 2% by volume of helium gas was used for helium
leak checking. By using this method, a helium leak rate can be established
for a relatively permeable material, by a ratio of the measured indicated leak
rate to the concentration of helium in:_the trace ga$o For the SEMI panels,
the panel leak rate approaches the established leak rate of the parent 4-ply
casing material.
Each SEMI panel contained an evacuation manifold located at
the warm end. The copper manifold contained a large port (3/4" Q5 pipe
size) for a General Electric type 22 GT-103 hot ionization gauge, and
also a bellows sealed needle valve. The needle valve was required
for panel evacuation and carbon dioxide backfill. However, in order to
provide a greater_ansn_ance path for the initial panel cleanup, each
panel was evacuated through the gauge port for approximately 48 hours.
The panel was then back filled with Coleman grade CO2_ theGeneral
Electric gauge installed and the panel continuously re-evacuated through
the needle valve until the second CO 2 backfill was completed just
prior to installing the panels on the calorimeter tank.
The SEiVJlpanels, backfilled with one atmosphere of Coleman
Gra de carbon dioxide immediately prior to installation, were bonded to the
calorimeter tank and to each other with a contact adhesive applied in
discontinuous vertical strips at approximately 20" intervals around the circum-
ference of the tank. The completed insulation system is shown in Figure 45.
In order to achieve the desired shingled system of panels wherein
each panel contacts the calorimeter tank and is also exposed to ambient
conditions, it was necessary to install all eight panels in rotation around
the tank. Twenty-four thermocouples were attached to panels A-1 and D-1
during panel installation. Thermocouple locations are shown in Figure 46.
The thermocouples were routed between the insulation panels and exited through
the upper guard insulation as shown in Figure 47. The checkerboard appearance
of the panels results from using the punched hole spacer to separate the
aluminized Mylar radiation shields. The readily apparent edges of the
sealing tapes between panels and the panel to guard insulation joint are
RTV silicone rubber. Silicone rubber having been found satisfactory for
this application was applied in a small bead to all tape edges to affect
a vacuum seal.
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CALORIMETER TANK THERMOCOUPLE FEED T%R@VCTi 
Evacuation of the space behind the panels was accomplished
by placing a flat p late on the large support tube which runs the full
length of the tank. This pipe is in communication with the space
behind the panels via various holes along its length and also at the
opposite end of the pipe. This plate attachment was necessary to
complete leak testing at Linde Tonawanda. After the tank Was returned
to Plumbrook Station, Sandusky, Ohio, a permanent welded connection
was attached which mated directly to the lid of the space chamber.
The entire weight of the tank was supported via a chain bolted to the support
pipe. This method permitted leak checking the entire guard insulation
system prior to shipment to Sandusky, Ohio. Figure 48 is a view of the com-
pleted upper head insulation while Figure 49 is a close-up showing a
G.E. 22 GT 103 miniature hot ionization gauge installed in the evacua-
tion port. The handles on all of the panel valves were taped after the
CO 2 backfill as a precaution against inadvertent valve openings.
Upon completion of the leak checking at Linde Tonawanda, an 8"
diameter foarn plug was removed from the lower guard insulation to permit
the entire insulated calorimeter tank to be installed in the shipping dolly
• for transport to £_lumbrook Station.
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4,4,3 Calorimeter Thermal Tests
The calorimeter tank insulation was completed at Plumbrook
Station by Linde personnel after the calorimeter was mated to the top
of the space chamber. This final set up phase included replacement of
the foam plug, and application of a patch to the lower head vacuum
jacket after the tank :hadbeen removed from the lower shipping support structure.
A Mylar-lead-Mylar patch was temporarily held in position with a contact
cement while an inner band of Narmco 7343/7139 8dhesive was curlng. The
pressure for this cure was achieved by evacuating the area behind the
panels. A bead of silicone rubber sealant was immediately applied
around the edge of the patch to further reduce the possibilities of
a vacuum leak.
After approximately 12 hours of vacuum pumping with an 8-cfm
roughing pump through ten feet of 1/2 inch copper tubing, the pressure
behind the panels was clown to 200 microns. When helium leakage could
not be detected, the space behind the panels was backfilled to 1 atm
with Coleman grade carbon dioxide and valved off in preparation for the
installation of the calorimeter in the chamber.
A series of three tests w,as, conducted. The first two, separated
by a 30-day period to demonstrate storage in air after installation o/i a tank_ con-
sisted of a simulated ground hold (panels compressed under a 1 atm pressure)_
launch trajectory (rapid chamber evacuation)_ and the space condition
(panels recovered). A third test was conducted with the panels and the
space behind them vented to the chamber with the chamber evacuated.
Hydrogen gas flow was measured Using a dry gas meter calibrated
from i0 to 365 cfh. Liquid level in the tanks was determined by means of
discrete level sensors, a high level and low level sensor being installed
in each of the three tanks. For part of the third test a pressure control
system was installed on the test tank vent to eliminate the effects of change
in barometric pressure.
All three tests were successful in achieving good thermal perfor-
mance in spite of the fact that the panels did not cryopump to less than
1 x 10 .4 torr panel pressure which was considered desirable for a multilayer
insulation system. Time histories of the heat flux, panel pressure and
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cold side panel temperature, for the first test are shown in Figure 50.
It will be seen that in the termination of the ground hold phase the heat
flux was in the order of ll.5 Btu/hr./ft.2, and it was improving. This
was essentially repeated in the second test.
Figure 51 shows time histories of the panel pressure and heat
flux for all three tests superimposed. It will be seen that an overall
heat flux in the order of 0.65 Btu/hr/ft.2 was attained, although the
panel pressures were somewhat higher than had been desired. It can also
be seen thata heat flux of 1 Btu/hr/ft. 2 can be attained at 30-40 hours
after simulated launch.
In an effort to determine the ultimate performance of the shingle
panel system as a function of residual gas pressure, the panel pressure
and heat flux data were correlated in Figure 52. This represents reasona-
bly good correlation with the exception of the two high points taken early
in the third test. It must be remembered, however, that the third test
was conducted with the valves between the panels and the chamber
opened. Thus, in this particular case the vacuum gauges on the panels
were looking directly at the chamber and would be expected to read a
lower pressure than when the valves are closed. Apparently then it can
be concluded that the effects of residual gas pressure in the steady-state
condition were nil.
Atmospheric pressure had considerable effects on the flow rates.
In one case a variation of at least 20% was observed. However, these
variations could be masked by fairing_ the data. It is felt that the data
shown in Figure 50 are representative of the true conditions and that
the atmospheric effects have been eliminated.
The panel temperature profile is shown in Figure 53. The data
shown there were taken from the first test, but the other test data were
similar. At periods further into the tests than are shown there, a
temperature profile from the outside of the panels took the form of a
more smooth curve. The coldest temperature measured (thermocouple
no. 13) never got as low as -300°F. This indicates a steady-state
temperature gradient across the first section of panel of at least 120°F.
In order to get an approximate order of magnitude assessment of the
relative contributions of jacket heat leak, radiation and residual solid (or
gaseous) conduction, one can compare the computer results with the
experimental data. Data from the computer program (section 4.4.1 above)
indicate that the effects of heat losses through the j%ckets and longitudinally
along the radiation shields amount to 0.16 Btu/hr/ft. . From the test data
then, the contribution of heat flow normal to the insulation itself is the
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remaining 0.47 Btu/hr/ft.2. The calculations shown in Figure 54 indicate
that the radiation contribution amounts to 15% of this. Therefore, solid
conduction through the foam amounts to about 85% of the heat _ak through
the insulation. This may be inherent in the foam material, the result of
residual compression due to the jacket configuration; or some residual gaseous
conduction within the cells. This area should be the subject of further
inve stigation.
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CALCULATION OF INSULATION PERFORMANCE
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Heat transport by radiation for a multishield system is given by
e (T14 - T24)
Q/A_ R = 2 (n + 1)
I
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I
where:
c =
T1 =
T2 =
n =
Stephan Boltzmann Constant
Emissivity of reflectors =
Warm boundary temperature
Cold boundary temperature
Number of shields in system
-8
= _. 174 x i0
0.02 (measured previously)
= 520OR
= 36OR
= 18
O/A--] _ 0.174 x l0 -8 -4 -4x0.02 (520 - 36 )
,'_ lIP, i 1%
0.07 Btu/hr.-ft.2
Radiation as a proportion of total
0.07
w
0.47
- 15%
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4.5 Concept Application
4.5.1 Application Desi.qn Analysis
Application of self-evacuating multi-layer insulation panels (SEMI
panels) to tankage other than cylindrical shapes such as spherical and
ellipsoidal is envisioned. Therefore, as part of the development activities
for the SEMI system, a design study of the problem areas involved in
installation and basic panel geometry encountered in insulating these
various shapes was initiated. However, since ellipsoidal and cylindrical
tankage can be considered as a special case of spherical tankage as
far as installation problems are concerned, the investigation was limited
to spherical tankage only, although the results would be equally applicable
to the previously mentioned special cases.
Three ideas were analyzed: SEMI panels having a cold leg extension
for cryopumping; SEMI panels applied in a double shingled fashion and a
combination of SEMI panels and pre-evacuated panels installed in true
isotherm layers without shingling. Panel size was limited to 6 feet_ a
maximum dimension for practical handling reasons in a vehicle. The three
layered panel concept of previous work was retained to assure that radia-
tion windows resulting at the panel joints are minimized. At the current
stage of development the punched hole spacer concept with 20% support
area and the impermeable outer casing (Mylar/aluminum/aluminum/Mylar)
are recommended.
Panels using the cold leg method would be installed in a three
layered shingled fashion with the exception that only a small portion of
the total panel, i.e. "cold leg", actually presents a heat path from
......... leg ........ '_ambient to the cryogenic surface in_ uoLu wuu.u be a _ ':'-^
section attached to the edge of each panel. Each tab would then be routed
through a penetration in the preceeding layers of insulation panels during
installation. The "cold leg" would be sized to assure that the panel is
able to cryopump to an acceptable pressure within a reasonable length
of time. Further design effort would be needed to define these dimensions.
This method may present slightly lower heat flux due to a reduction in heat
path at the joints although in the full shingle concept which was tested, conduction
through the casing amounted to only 25% of the total heat flux.
The double shingle method (see Figure 55) is extension of the single
shingling method used to install SEMI panels on a cylindrical vessel such
as th:e calorimeter tank insulation in which the panels were shingled
horizontally. For a sphere, in addition to installing panels shingled
vertically around the equator, other panels will be shingled around the
pole. The equator panels most likely will be banana peel sections of un-
symmetrical design to minimize circumferential overlap. Three layers of
pole caps of different diameters would be shingled radially around the pole.
2
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CIRCULAR PANELS
(POLAR SHINGLE)
BUTT JOINTS ON
ADJACENT HALF-
LAPPED VERTICAL
PANELS
/
 "BANANA" JSECTION PANELS
( VERTICAL SHINGLE )
FIGURE ss
DOUBLE SHINGLED INSULATION SYSTEM FOR SPHERICAL
ELLIPSOIDAL OR CYLINDRICAL TANKAGE
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The number of both circumferential panels and pole panels will, of necessity,
be dictated by the size of the vessel being insulated, bearing in mind that
a maximum panel length of six feet is deemed practical.
The third method of insulating vessels with SEMI panels attempts
to install the panels in discreet layers, i.e. no shingling. In this method
only the inner most panels are exposed to liquid hydrogen temperatures.
Therefore, it would be necessary to backfill the second and third layer
panels with a gas such as a Ucon which would condense to an acceptable
pressure at the higher panel in temperatures (in the order of -100°F) en-
countered in the outer panels. The outer most panel would most likely
be a permanently evacuated panel.
Of the three proposed methods, only the double shingled system
appears to be workable with presently developed techniques. The "cold
leg" method would not be critically transmittsnce limited as evidenced by the
testing oilransmittance samples but practical installation problems of inter-
leaving the "cold leg" cryopumping tabs with the inner layers of SEMI
panels would be excessive. Installing the SEMI panels in discrete layers
as proposed would require additional development work to determine a
condensible gas which has the necessary prope_ies and is compatible
with the insulation materials. The advantages of this system lie in the
ease of installation and some improvement in overall thermal performance
because of elimination of the heat transfer throughthe jacket. However, vacuum
maintenance is a severe problem.
Continuing therefore with the double shingled arrangement, the side
(vertical) panels for all three layered systems would be installed as shown
in Figure 55with the pole panels installed as shown in Figure 56. Approxi-
mate panel sizes were determined for spheres having diameters of 48 inches,
QO -_,-,h,_ =_r',l 1Q9 'i_h_,_ ",rn_lr_xzin_ _ thr_ ]_y_r_d; dc)l]b]e shirlGled system
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 16. As noted in Table 16
various panel arrangements were determined for an 82 inch diameter tank, pre-
liminary to the more detailed design effort. These variations consist of
changing panel overI_o, including reducing the pole cap to a two layer panel,
with the side (vertical) panels completely overlapping the upper pole panels
to form the third layer.
A similar approach would be followed in insulating cylinders and
ellipsoids with a double shingled system as il!ustrated in Figures 57 and 58.
Of immediate concern is the physical size of the panels in regards
chiefly to length and width dimensions, although increased thickness is
also of interest because of the requirements for deep-drawing or forming
the vacuum casing. Casing material splices have resulted in achieving
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TYPICAL PANEL SIZES FOR SPHERICAL TANKAGE
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Tank Diameter
48" Diameter
Dimension
Panel No. Inches
Style* ReqVd. X Y
Scheme
No. I I 4 38.5 32.0
8 38.5 38.5
4 38.5 38.5
3 38.5 44.4
3 38.5 44.4
Minimum
Heat Path
Length-lnches
12.8
12.8
12.8
6.4
12.8
I
I
I
I
I
I
82" Diameter Scheme
No. I
Scheme
No. 2
Scheme
No. 3
12 43.3 53.0
12 43.3 61.0
6 69.0 72.5
I 6 43.3 59.0
12 43.3 65.5
6 43.3 65.0
3 64.5 74.5
3 64.5 74.5
r---
I A 12 41.1 38.5
A 12 43.3 41.0
' 12 43.3 43.5
6 60.0 62.5
15.0
23.0
15.0
21.5
22.0
21.5
15;5
21.5
12.0
L4.b
14.5
12.0
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TYPICAL PANEL SIZES FOR SPHERICAL TANKAGE
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Tank Diameter
82" Diameter
192" Diameter
Pane I
Style*
Scheme _i
NO. 4
A
A
Scheme A
No. I A
B
D
* Panel Styles
A
D
/
Dimension
No. Inches
Req'd. _
12 43.3 59.0
12 43.3 64.0
6 66.0 72.8
20 41.1 56.8
28 40.3 67.2
28 41.6 79.5
28 43.3 79.5
28 43.3 79.5
6 75.8 78.6
B
X
120
E
Minimum
Heat Path
Lengthtlnches
18.0
23°0
18.0
15.2
26.5
26.5
26.0
26.5
15.2
Y
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leak tight joints, although the joints are more prone to structural
failure than the parent material, since the joint strength is dependent
upon the bond strength of only one layer of the 4-ply laminate. Limita-
tions in regards to widths of open cell foam spacer and aluminized
Mylar radiation shield materials would not appear to be insurmountable.
Therefore practical panels do not appear to be limited in size because
of material availability. However, practicality may dictate that panels
be limited by such factors as the maxirr:um number of people within the
confines of the fabrication area, or more importantly the actual installation
area. Physical size of the panels would be limited by the size of the
access doors within the vehicle shrouds, etc° Increased panel thickness,
although troublesome, would not appear to be a severe impediment to
panel fabrication although this increased thickness would probably require
additional development work including an investigation into the use of
preformed corner/edge and/or transition jeints, and extra length allowance,
or perhaps a vacuum formed "step" to permit the panel layers to be
shingled.
Regardless of panel size, means to achieve the necessary clamping
pressures for adhesives other than heat sealable types will require in-
vestigation. This clamping problem will be encountered since the shape
of the panels will require adhesive joints along compound curved surfaces.
Installation of the shingled pole caps may present assembly pro-
blems which most likely could be overcome by preassembling the separate
pole panels into a single 360 ° pole cap prior to final assembly on the
tankage, This preassembly operation wouid most likely be performed on
._ _,_L _v,_ access +_ _^+_ +_ _A_ and _,,+o_ o,,_o _
the pole cap.
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4.5.2 82.6 inch Tank Design
Because of the complex, "shingled" arrangement of the insulation
panels, a three-dimensional thermal analysis was required to evaluate
accurately the thermal characteristics of the insulation system.
The steady state thermal behavior of the two spherical-shell
sections is governed by the Fourier equation of heat conduction. In
spherical coordinates, this equation is:
2 1 _ ;_T
5 (kr r sin @ _T ) + _ (k8 sin @ _) + (k )
_r _r Be _8 • sin@ _
= 0
In the above equation, the coordinates r, 8, _0represent,
respectively the radial distance outward from the sphere center, the
angular distance from a pole measured along a meridian, and angular
distance measured along a parallel. The thermal conductivities along
these directions are kr, k@, and k_0, and T is the temperature.
The thermal behavior of the conical support structure is governed
by a differential equation of similar form, in which the coordinates are
taken to be the distance, S measured along intersections of the conical
surface with planes normal to its base, the perpendicular distance Z
from the surface, and the angular distance _measured along intersections
of the surface with planes parallel to the base. Coordinates Z and
are equivalent to the r and _ spherical coordinates.
Because of the complex boundary conditions introduced by the
shingling and the presence of the conical structure, an exact thermal
analysis is impractical. Therefore, the differential equations have been
discretized in each of the three coordinate directions. The resulting finite
difference equations combined with the boundary conditions, give a non-
homogeneous set of simultaneous linear equations.
The computing mesh used results in a total of 344 similtaneous
equations in 344 unknown temperatures. Solution of such a large system
of equations ordinarily would require much computer core storage and use
of double precision arithmetic. However, by suitable manipulation 40
of the unknown temperatures can be split off, reducing the number of
equations and unknowns to 304. Furthermore, the resulting 304 x 304
coefficient matrix is block-tridiagonai, of block size 16 x 16 and block
order 19. This system can be solved by a block -elimination technique
which is merely the matrix analogue of the familiar Gaussian elimination
method. Once the 304 temperatures are found, the 40 other unknown tem-
peratures can be evaluated and heat fluxes calculated.
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A Fortran program was written to perform this analysis on the
IBM 360/40 computer located at the Tonawanda Laboratories. A more
complete discussion is included in appendix 5. Besides the temperatures,
this program also calculated heat fluxes to and from all system components.
The analysis was performed for three different designs similar to that
shown on Linde Drawing D/SK 102425, Figure 59. In the design depicted
there, six panels are installed around the girth of the tank (Details A
through G). In order to determine quantitatively the effect of panel
size, systems of three panels, six panels and twelve panels around
the girth were analyzed by computor. The bulkhead panels for all
cases were as shown. For the initial examination, a basic thermal
conductivity of the insulation of 3.5 x 10 -5 Btu/hr.ft. °R was assumed.
Subsequently conductivity values of 1.5 x 10 -5 and 2.5 x 10 -5 Btu/hr.ft.°R
were run, and the effects of the conductivity of 7.1 x 10-5Btu/hr.ft. °R
experienced on the calorimeter tank estimated (the heat flux based on this
data would be 0.67 Btu/hr.ft.2) . The results are shown in Table 17 •
The data are broken down into three areas of the tank to show
the effect of the conical support. In all cases this accounts for 1/3 to
1/2 the total heat leak. The range in heat leak for the cone area is due
primarily to the panel joints over the cone and secondarily to interaction
with the insulation system. The differences between lower and upper
bulkhead sections is due to the location of the break points between the
matrices chosen to account for the conical section and resulting different
areas involved.
Review of this data as plotted on Figure 60 indicates the importance
of minimizing the .... of .... '- _ ......... '
panel system with a thermal conductivity of 3.5 x l0 -S Btu/hr.ft. °F has a heat
leak of 151 Btu/hr. If there were no edge effects_ the heat flux based on a
1.35 _nch thick (18 radiation shields) three panel system would be 0. 153 Btu/
hr.ft. _as compared with 0.62 Btu/hr.ft. 2 for the installed in'sulation system_
or 0.80 Btu/hr.ft. 2 if the effect of the support cone in included. This points
up the need to emphasize reduction of edge effects,
I
I
I
If possible it would be desirable from a fabrication standpoint to
limit the system to a six panel configuration in order to reduce fabrication
problems associated with as large a panel size that would be required
for the three panel system.
Consideration and some development work should be given to breaking
of the radiation shields at each layer of shingling. Indications are that the
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total heat transfer could be reduced by as n_ch as 20% if the resulting
radiation windows could be eljrninated.
Following completion of the preliminary design study to establish
concepts for insulating spherical tankage with SEMI panels, a design using
the three layered double shingled panel insulation system concept was
made for the 82.6 inch diameter tank. Since the conical support system must
also be insulated, it was decided that the length of the SEMI panels would
be extended to include these areas. To accomplish this and in o1=der to
achieve the maximum panel thermal length, it was necessary to invert the
original polar shingle panel concept, that is to place the smaller segment
of the polar panel in contact with the cryogenic surface, rather than using
the largest segment of the polar panel in contact with the cryopumping
surface as originally intended. This available area should still provide
sufficient cryopumping surface although it may cause additional cryopurnping
problems due to the poor gas conductance,since the surfact is further re-
moved.
The preliminary design requires a total of 48 panels for a three
layered system. The maximum dimensions on the vertical panels are
49 inches wide by 70 inches long. Maximum overall dimensions of the
polar panels are 68 inches wide by 74 inches long. This system as
shown in Figure 59 (Linde dwg. No. D-SK-102425) divides the tank
circumference into six equal spaces, i.e. requires six vertical panels
per layer (60 ° system). On each adjacent layer the butt joints are
half lapped to reduce system edge losses via radiation windows. In
addition to the case shown, the computer analysis was programmed to
permit varying the width of the verical panels, thus obtaining solutions
for a system requiing three panels around the tank circumference (120 °
system), and for a system requiring 12 vertical panels around the equator
(30 ° system). Plotting the results of these cases then, permitted inter-
polating for the expected results using a four panel system (90 ° system).
The four panel system was not evaluated directly by computer because
of the difference in symmetry in panels encountered in a four panel system
as compared to the six panel systemo Using a 60 ° reference system the
panel symmetry repeats every 120 °. Therefore, using a 60 ° system as
the reference, by symmetry the 30 ° system panels being one half the size
of the 60 ° panels, and the 120 ° panels being twice the size of the 60 °
panels_ contributed a proportionate increase/decrease in heat leak due
to the increase/decrease in the number of panel edge losses. Configuration
and size of the polar shingled panels and the length of the vertical shingle
panels remained the same for all panel combinations_ i.e. for 30 °, 60 °,
90 °, or 120 ° system.
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Meaningful size variations for computer analysis were not
possible for either the polar panels or vertical lengths because of restric-
tions imposed by the tank configuration and necessary cryopumping areas
required for panels. Overall panel sizes for the various configurations
are shown in Table 18. All panels are of a compound curvature rather
than a single plane and therefore the noted panel depth is presented as
a means of gauging the apparent curvature of each panel. It is readily
apparent that in a system using a greater number of vertical panels, the
panels are more easily handled. However, as noted in Table 18 , the
maximum depth (curvature) for a 12 panel system is 28 inches as compared
to 3 6for the three panel system; and therefore this problem is probably no
more acute in either system. _ ,_ ! '1 : _ :
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TABLE 18
Panel Dimensions - 82.6-1nch Diameter Tank
Three Layered Shingled System Including Conical Support
Number of vertica]
panels per !ayer-_
Approximate Overall Panel
Dimensions (inches)
Length "L" Width "%V"
, ...,..
3 4 6 12
co A 42 98
u9
B 34 98
K.,
C 26 98
_ D 32 98
I_ • i ,,m
• E 54
I
_ "' 1_..... 7'0
ca G 40
(D
H 68
I 68
Depth "D"
3 4 6 12
34 29 25 23
31 25 20 17
29 21 16 12
74 49 25
74 49 25
74 49 25
74 49 25
98 74 49 25
98 74 49 25
!
88 66 44 22
74
, _ , -,
74
26 17 10 6
ill i ,i, _ _ _ ,,
29 2I 16 12
34 29 25 23
36 32 29 28
Z7
17
I
I
I
I
* Number of vertical panels per layer
3
4
6
12
Total number of panels per system
27
34
48
90
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Appendix 1
PRESSURE DEFLECTION DATA - ROOM TEMPERATURE EVACUATED BAG TEST - _
4-PLY ALUMINIZED MYLAR CASING MATERIAL 12 INCH X 18 INCH PANEL SIZE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
PANEL DESCRIPTION
1, Panel contained two foam
maze on silk spacers with one
aluminized Mylar radiation
shields, Each spacer consists
of two layers of foam maze on
.silk mismatched by one half
space ( 13%Support Area), 25
inch wide web with 13/16 inch
square holes,
COMPRESSIVE
©YCLE LOAD-(psi)
,01
2 ,22
,42
13,02
14,40
,01
3 14,4
,01
4 14.4
,01
AVERAGE
PANEL
THICKNESS (inch)
ISUPPORT AREA)
,048
,048
,047
,036
,034
,043
,033
,041
,032
,041
5 14.4 .032
.01 .041
6 14.4
.01
.033
.040
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
2, Dimpled Casing Material
Panel constructed with 7 foam
spacers and 6 aluminized Mylar
radiation shields, 7/8 inch
diameter dimples on 60 ° pattern
located on 1-1/2 inch centers,
2
,01
,23
62
10
2 94
4 88
8 75
14 45
13,55
,01
14.45
.01
14.45
.01
14.45
.01
Support Zone Free
176 .235
163 .195
158 .175
153 .169
148 .157
144 .152
134 .141
118 ,128
130 .143
146 .179
.114
.138
,122
,175
,110
,136
.i19
.172
.108
.130
I
I
I
*Refer to Section 4,1,1 for discussion
AI-I
14.45
.01
14.45
.01
.107
.127
.106
.127
.i17
.165
.i15
.165
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PANEL DESCRIPTION
3. Panel contained 7 foam
spacers and 6 aluminized My-
lar radiation shields. Each
• 02 inch thick spacer criss-
crossed with two layers of
• 020 inch thick by 3/4 inch
wide foam strips, located on
2-1/4 inch centers (13% sup-
port area).
4. Panel constructed of 7
foam spacers and 6 aluminized
Mylar radiation shields. Each
spacer consisted of 3 sheets of
.02 inch thick foam. Two of the
three sheets contained 13/16 inch
square holes, with 5/16 inch web
spacing, assembled mismatched
by one half hole. (15% support area)
CYCLE
4
5
COMPRESSIVE
LOAD - (p s i)
.01
.14
.34
.54
.74
.94
2.94
4.94
6.94
8.94
10.94
12.94
14.35
.01
14.35
.01
14.35
.01
14.35
.01
.01
.14
.34
.54
.74
.94
2 94
4 94
6 94
8 94
10 94
12 94
14 25
.01
AVERAGE
PANEL
THICKNESS (inch)
(SUPPORT AREA)
.545
.497
•502
.495
.511
.508
.498
•489
.479
.463
.459
.452
.447
.491
.430
.470
.422
.464
.430
.469
.479
.439
.443
.439
.431
.424
.401
.385
.378
.371
.364
.354
.340
.389
Ai-2
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I
I
I
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PANEL DESCRIPTION
Panel # 4 Continued
Appendix 1 (Cont'd)
CYCLE
A1-3
COMPRESSIVE
LOAD (psi)
14.35
.01
14.35
.01
14.35
.01
AVERAGE
PANEL
THICKNESS (inch)
(SUPPORT AREA)
.340
.395
.337
.389
.330
.375
i Appendix 2
i PANEL GAS TRANSMITTANCE _|
i The following equations were used to reduce the transmittance data ofthe one-foot wide by three-foot long test panels.
I WET DRUM METHOD:
I To obtain panel throughput Qs in atm. cfm
I , AVwDXTsT D (P_itm - PWV )
Qs ='----_ T PSTD
i where: A VWD = increment of gas (ft.3) passing through wet
i drum meter in time increment A t
i At = time increment - (minutes)
T = average gas supply temperature (°R)
i TSTD = 530OR
i PSTD = 760 mm Hg abs.
I PWV = vapor pressure of water at wet drum temperature.
(ram Hg. abs.)
Patm = barometric pressure (ram Hg)
(cfm) (foot length)
i And to obtain unit transmittanceF in (foot width) (inch thickness)
_ Qs x L PSTD 0 +3 microns
5 = _ x Wxt x 1 mmHg
where: L = panel length - (ft.)
I W = panel width - (ft.)
t = panel thickness (inches)
i A P = pressure frop across panel - (microns)
*Refer to Section 4.1.3 for discussion
i A2-1
Example - Panel SC-6 at 30,000 micron average pressure.
Wet Drum Reading
Time
L = 3ft.
= 531°R
Tgas = 75°F "'' PWV =
Patm = 750 mm Hg
= 10 +3P 22.8 x microns
Initial Final
.234 .253
12:58 PM 13:25 PM
w = 1 ft. t = 0.242 in.
22 mm Hg
Increment
3
.019 ft.
27 Minutes
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
°n_Os !:0_I0_I_0_
= (7.7) (5.31x 10 +2) (760) 6.7 x i0-4 atm. cfm
and Ft (6.7x 10 -4) (3)(7.6x10 +2) (10 +3)
= (22.8x l0 +3) (1) (0.242)
-3
= 279.0 x 10 (cfm) - (foot length)
(foot width) (inch thicknes s)
STANDARD VOLUME METHOD:
To obtain throughput Qs in atm. cfm
Qs TSTD (VC°2) Z_P---- S
PSTD _ At
where
Vco 2 = Fixed Supply Volume (.075 ft. 2)
APs = Change in Co 2 supply pressure during Z_t time increment
(mm Hg).
At = Time increment (minutes)
and unittransmittance Ft = (cfm) (foot lenqth)(foot width) (inch thickness)
A2-2
I
i L x PSTD x Qs + 3 micron
Ft = --W--'--_--- x i0 mm Hg
I Example - Panel SC-5 at 300 microns average pressure
I Ap s = 64 mm Hg- 62 mm Hg = 2 mm Hg
I At = 28 minutes
L = 3 ft. (length)
I W = I ft. (width)
i t = 0.211 in. (thickness)i _p = 500 microns
I
I
I
(5.30) (.075) (2)(10 + 2)
then Qs = (7.60) (5.38) (28) (x 10 +4)
(3) (7.60) (6.95 x 10 -6 ) x 10 + 3+2
and Ft = (i) 5.00 x 0.211 x 10 +2
-6
- 6.95 x i0
-3 (cfm)- (ft. length)
= 150.0 x I0
(ft.width) (inch thickness)
atm. cfm
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Appendix 3
STORAGE LIFE CALCULATIONS*
I
I
I
The following equations were used to determine panel pressures for
various time periods due to a function of panel area exposed to atmospheric
air, casing permeability, and offgassing of the various insulation materials.
Permeability data, offgassing data, and the partial pressure of hydrogen for
the various materials were obtained from development work performed under
Contract NAS3-6289.
To calculate offgassing contribution
Total Offgas sing
Based on pressure rise data
_ _Pressure x Test Chamber Volume
/k Time x Sample Area
I
I
I
I
or Hydrogen Offgassing Rate = (Total Offgassing Rate) x (H2 partial
pressure of sample)
Example
40" x 72" 4-ply panel, 30 days, 14 foam layers, 6 radiation shields
Open cell foam contribution
= 35.5 atm. cc H 2
Aluminized Mylar contribution = 2.3 atm. cc H 2
I
I
I
Casing material & joints contribution
To calculate casing permeability contribution
= 8.4 atm. cc H 2
= 46.2 atm. cc H 2
= Helium permeability rate x area x time x helium partial pressure
Example
40" x 72" 4-ply panel with H 2 getter,
for five days.
-4
= 3. 504 x i0 atm. cc helium
* Refer to Section 4.2.3 for discussion
A3-1
I00_o of panel exposed to air
I
!
I
I
Permeability Rates
4-ply aluminized Mylar
Mylar lead Mylar laminate
Mylar tri laminate
Mylar aluminum Mylar
-5
= .338 x 10
= 2 x 10 .9
= 1.22 x 10 .5
= 2 x 10 .9
arm cc helium
Sec. ft 2 atm. helium
II
II
II
Then to determine final panel pressure
Pressure Additional Gas Load
= + = Torr
Initial panel volume
Where additional gas load results from offgassing and/or casing
permeability.
Example
I
I
I
I
Using offgassing data from above assuming the initial panel pressure
to be 5 x 10-5 torr_ panel volume = 14_000 cc (40"x 72"x .3" thick)
without H 2 getter -
P30 days = 5 x 10 .5 torr + (46.214_000atm. CC)ccatm.760torr
-5
= 5 x 10 torr + 2.5 torr
A3-2
Appendix 4
PRESSURE HISTORY DATA - CRYOPUMPED STORAGE LIFE*
TEST PANELS AT LH 2 TEMPERATURE
Test No. 1
Panel No. i
Panel No. 2
- 14 layers of open cell foam, 6 aluminized Mylar
radiation shields, 0.5 gms of hydrogen getter
enclosed in 4-ply aluminized Mylarwith the air
exposed area laminated with "MAAM"**
- Same as Panel No. 1 except that outer air exposed area is
CO 2 purged rather than laminated with "MAAM. "
!
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
i
Panel No. 1 Panel No. 2
Time Pre ssure*** Temperature Pre ssure*** Temperature
Minute s Torr OF Tort oF Re mark s
0 750 55 750 55 Start LN 2 Fill
10 496 - 367 -
11 242 - 113 -
12 138 - 63 -
13 88 - 37 -
14 63 - 37 -
24 34 - 31 -
53 .... Stop LN 2 Fill
61 .075 48.2 .150 48.2
71 .060 43.3 .175 46.2
85 .055 - .145 -
201 .070 35.8 .175 40.8
211
- - - Start LH2 Fill
228 - 22.8 - 27.1 Stop LH2 Fill
236 < .005 - <.005 -
243 < .005 24.8 <.005 30.6
271 <.005 24.6 <.00_ 40.7 Start LH 2 Fill
274 <. 005 - <. 005 - OgmGas Sample Bulbs
281 < .005 - <.005 - Stop LH2 Fill
289 < .005 22.1 <.005 33.6
321 < .005 32.0 <.005 33.6 Close Gas Sample
Bulbs
* Refer to Section 4,2.3 for discussion
** "MAAM" - Mylar-Aluminum-Aluminum-Mylar Laminate
Vacuum pressure measured with fhermocouple gauge unless noted in remarks.
A4-1
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PRESSURE HISTORY DATA - CRYOPUMPED STORAGE LIFE
TEST PANELS AT LH 2 TEMPERATURE
Test No. 2
Panel No. 1 - 14 layers of open cell foam, 6 aluminized
Mylar radiation shields, 0.5 gms of hydrogen
getter_enclosed in 4-ply laminate of aluminized
Mylar with air exposed area laminated with "MAAM. "
I
!
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Time
Minute s
0
0.5
7
i0
12
16
18
29
36
54
57
64
69
169
198
199
219
Panel No. 2 - Same as Panel No. 1 except that air exposed area is
CO 2 purged rather than laminated with "MAAM. "
Panel No. i
Pressure
Ton"
750
701
625
431
142
17
1
m
m
.5
u
.4
.174
.150
Te mperature
oF
63.4
61.2
44.4
22.1
Panel No. 2
Pre ssure
Torr
750
727
650
120
42
17
1
.5
.4
.174
.08
Temperature
oF
60.1
60.3
m
50.9
23.9
Remarks
Start LN2 Fill
Stop LN 2 Fill
Start LN 2 Fill
Stop LN2 Fill
Start LH2 Fill
Stop LH2 Fill
Open gas sample
bulbs
A4-2
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Time
Minute s
221
232
244
289
297
312
322
Pre s sure,
Ton-
.150
m
.150
.250
.250
.300
.400
Appendix 4 (Cont'd)
Test No. 2
Temperature
oF
m
41.9
46.4
Pre ssure
Ton-
.060
.060
.250
.250
.300
.400
A4-3
Temperature
oF
41.9
46.4
m
Remarks
Close gas sample
bulb
ill •
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Time
(Minute s)
0
l0
ll
12
15
35
187
195
2O5
207
Appendix 4 (Cont'd)
PRESSURE HISTORY DATA - CRYOPUMPED STORAGE LIFE
TEST PANELS AT LH2 TEMPERATURE
Test No. 3
Panel No. 1 Panel No. 2
Pressure Pressure
(TorT) (TorT)
735 735
634 480
455 255.0
177 50.7
50.7 25.3
i i
.035 .035
< .001 < .001
Re mark s
Start LN 2 Fill
Stop LN 2 Flow
Start LH 2 Fill
Stop LH 2 Fill
A4i4
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TEST NO. 3 (CONTINUEDJ
Time
(Minutes)
220
227
234
236
239
255
263
269
272
275
281
288
Panel No. 1
Pressure
(To=)
2.5 xl0 -4
3 x 10-4
m
m
I.8 x 10-4
1.3 x I0-4
1.1 x 10 -4
1.05 x 10-4
Panel No. 2
Pre ssure
(Torr)
-4
7x I0
9 x 10-4
D
m
5.5 xl0 -4
2.5 x 10-4
I.5 x 10-4
1 x 10-4
Remarks
Cold cathode gauges operative
Begin LH2 Topping
Stop LH 2 Fill
Resume LH 2 Topping
Stop LH 2 Fill
Resume LH 2 topping
Stop LH 2 Fill
TEST NO. 4
0
i0
20
27
120
138
146
735
660
25.3
.040
735
660
25.3
m
.003
Start LN 2 Flow
Stop LN 2 Fill
Start LH 2 Fill
Stop LH 2 Fill
Start LH 2 Topping
A4-5
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1
I
I
TEST NO. 4 (CONTINUED)
Time
(Minute s)
Panel No. 1
Pressure
(To=)
Panel No. 2
Pressure
(Torr) Remarks
!
I
i
I
I
i
I
150
197
206
300
313
314
350
< .001
<.001
.005 +
l:0
.001
< .001
_..001
• 005+
.oo5+
_.001
Stop LH 2 Fill
Resume LH 2 Topping
Stop LH 2 Transfer
Resume LH 2 Fill
Stop LH 2 Fill
Cold Cathode gauges
off scale
Open gas sample bulbs
Gas sample bulb leaking
on Panel No. 1
Close gas sample bulbs
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Appendix 5
Computer Program- Thermal Analysis of a
Self Evacuated Insulation System for Use
on Spherical Tankage
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
A. !NTRaDUCWION
An effort was undertaken to analyze the temperature profile and the
heat flow through the self evacuating insulation panels on an 82.6 inch
diameter spherical tank employing a continuous conical support member.
The object was to provide a means for evaluating the insulation performance
for various panel configurations of different panel widthsjand panel
conductivities. This insulation system of panels, achieves self evacuation
by cryopumping the gas within the panels, which in this case, is carbon
dioxide. However in order to achieve this self-evacuation feature, each
panel must be installed such that some portion is in contact with the
cryogenic surface, and therefore, the thermal analysis of such a system,
becomes highly complex. A three layered system of shingled insulation
panels was designed for the 82.6 inch diameter tank, including not only
the spherical portion but also the conical support systems as well.
Some typical results are given.
B. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A Fortran IV computer program for thermal ana_lysis of a spherical
container-insulation system has been written and used to predict system
temperature profiles and heat fluxes for different insulation-panel thermal
conductivities and dimensions. The container is essentially spherical,
with a cone-shaped support structure attached at its equator. The insula-
tion system, which encloses the entire container-support system, consists
of verticaland polar insulation panels combined in a "shingled" three-
layer pattern that repeats itself at every 120-degree interval measured
along a parallel of latitude. The program provides for an angular width
of 30, 60, or 120 degrees in the latitudinal direction for the vertical
panels.
I
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To date, the program has been used to solve nine different cases
on the IBM-360/40 computer. For the typical parameter values used, the
results indicate that:
i. The total system heat flux decreases markedly, by a
factor of about 2, when _ is increased from 30 to 60 degrees, because of
the reduced number of radial butt-joint heat leaks. The decrease result-
ing from increasing _ from 60 to 120 degrees is much less--a factor of
about 1.2.
2. Halving the normal thermal conductivity of the insulation
decreases the total system heat flux by less than 15%; halving the lateral
conductivity decreases the flux by about 20%.
3. Variation of _ has less effect upon the heat flux from
the conical portion of the insulation (30-40% of total flux) than upon
the spherical portion, probably because of the relatively constant heat
leak provided by the metal cone.
C. DISCUSSION
i. Geometry of Insulation-Container System
The insulation-container system to be analyzed thermally,
shown in detail in Linde Drawing No. D/SK-102425, can be described as
follows:
The container consists of two hemispherical shells joined
to the ends. of a short cylindrical shell of length 6 inches, with inlet-
outlet pipe flanges centered near the spherical poles. The nominal radius
of the hemispheres and the cylinder is 42 inches. A support structure,
in the shape of a thin-walled (0.016-inch thick) frustum of a cone,
attaches to the container at the midplane (the plane normal to the
container's polar axis and midway between the poles). The entire unit
is housed in a three-layer shingled insulation system consisting of
insulation panels of nine different shapes, a polar shingled panel and
three vertical shingled panels each for both the upper and lower hemi-
spherical sections plus an additional vertical panel on the underside of
the cone. The lapping arrangement of the panels is shown in Figures AI and A2.
The reader will note that the total number of both polar
panels is three apiece. Moving around a parallel of latitude for each
hemisphere in a counter-clockwise sense viewed from above the container,
a given polar panel occupies the top layer position for the first
120 degrees of angular distance, the middle layer position for the next
120 degrees, and the bottom layer position for the final 120 degrees.
The total number of each of the seven different vertical panels is
AS-}/
assumed to be 3 x I, where I is an integer. For the purpose of this
analysis, we restricted ourselves to the cases I = I, 2, and 4 which
correspond to angular panel widths, measured along a parallel of
latitude, of 120, 60, and 30 degrees, respectively. Since panel butt
joints leak heat radially by conduction through the butt casing, the
heat flux into the system will depend critically upon the angular
width @ of the vertical panels. Analysis for the indicated three
panel widths allows us to assume temperature periodicity of period
120 degrees in the latitudinal direction and to estimate the heat leak
for intermediate panel widths by interpolation. Distribution of the
butt-joint heat leaks in the latitudinal direction for all seven
vertical panels is shown schematically in Figure Ar8o
As shown in Figures AI & A6 we assume that insulation
contacts the cone along its entire length on the bottom surface and down
to the location of the "bend" in the top insulation layer on the top
surface. At the juncture of the upper hemisphere and cone, we assume
loose "bends" in the middle and lower insulation layers, so that there
is no heat conduction normal to the layers in this small region. Cone-
insulation lap lengths given in FigureA=6_v_e used in the program cal-
culations as typical values and should not be regarded as final design
values.
2. Theory
a' Basic Equations
At steady state, the flow of heat in the hemispherical
sections of the insulation is governed by the (time-independent) _ourier
equation in spherical coordinates,
• bz 1
b " r 2 ' sin 8 bT + _ 8 sin 8 • + =
_r r " sin 8 _
where r, 8, and _, shown in Figure A=_are defined as follows:
(i) r = displacement from center of sphere
(2) 9 = angular displacement, along a meridan of
longitude, from upper pole of sphere
(3) _ = angular displacement, along a parallel of
latitude, in a counter-clockwise sense
when viewed from above the upper pole.
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i In terms of the conical coordinates shown inthe FourierFigure 3, equa iongoverning the heat flow in t e conical
I support structure and attached insulation is
l where R is the perpendicular distance from the conic axis (in this case
coincident with the polar axis of the sphere),
The conical coordinates are defined as follows:
(i) Z = displacement in direction normal to
conic surface
i:: (2) S = displacement along intersections of
E , the conic surface with a family of
planes having a common intersection
at the onic xis
l (3) _ = angular displacement along intersectionsof the conic surface with a family of
i planes normal to the conic axis.
In equations (i) and (2), T is the temperature and kr,
_, k_ _ , ks, are the thermal conductivities in the coordinate
directions denoted by the subscripts.
• = In is pa ticular problem, k0 = k_ = k s =
and kr = k z kn, where both _ and kn are assumed constant and kp >> kn.
Therefore, (I) and (2) become
kn • sin e _ (r2 _T _ _in 8
The lateral thermal conductivity ._ is an effective
value found by adding the contributions due to the panel casing, spaoer_
and radiation shields.
(2)
(4)
The temperature distribution in the insulation
system results from solving (i) and (2) subject to the following boundary
conditions:
(i) Temperature of inner surface of sphere insula-
tion (r = Ro = 42") and at void space within cone is cryogenic (40°R).
(2) Temperature of outer surface of sphere insula-
tion (r = Ro + 3.dr = 43.35") and outer surface of cone insulation is
ambient (530°R).
(3) Temperature at insulation-flange interface
varies linearly with r, for both upper and lower spherical sections,
according to the relation
(r - Ro)(490 ) (r - 42)"(490)
T(r) = 40 + 3,dr = 40 + 1.35"
(r in inches ("))
Because of the pole geometry and constraints imposed
upon the angular widths of the non-polar panels, there is an additional,
symmetry, condition:
T(_) = T(_ + 120 °) = T(_ + 240 °)
That is, there is temperature periodicity in the _ direction of period
120 degrees. Thus, only 1/3 of the system need be analyzed and the
resulting heat fluxes tripled to obtain the total system fluxes.
b. Finite Difference Mesh
Because of the highly anisotropic "shingle" structure
of the insulation, an analytical solution of (3) and (4) is impractical.
However, the true temperature profile can be approximated by setting up
an integration network within the insulation system, writing (3) or (4)
in finite difference form at each resulting mesh point. There results
a system of simultaneous linear equations that can be solved uniquely for
the unknown temperatures.
As shown on Figures A_4-A-Ta344-point mesh was chosen.
This mesh was set up in the following manner.
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Each spherical section has four 8-regions. Referring
to FigureA=IIhese regions havearc lengths, at r = 42", of 8.8", 8.1",
8.1"&12.5" for the upper section and 8.0", 8.1", 16.1"_124.2" for the
lower section. If each region is split into two parts of equal arc length,
with mesh points centered in each part, there result 16 e-positions for the
two spherical sections. There are two r-positions for the spherical sections,,
at the upper-middle and middle-lower layer interfaces. Also, eight
_-positions, with 15-degree _ngular spacing, were chosen for a total
_-wldth of 120 degree_ (the period_ of the repeating temperature pattern).
Therefore, the total number of mesh points in the two spherical sections
is 16 x 2 x 8 = 256.
The same eight Q-positions were chosen for the
conical section. However, the need for determining the temperature profile
of the metal cone plus the changing number of insulation layers moving up _
the cone dictates a different network in the other two coordinate direc-
tions. As shown on Figure 6, there are Ii mesh points per q>-position
for a total of 88 for the cone. The 88-cone mesh pointsplus the
256 sphere mesh points equal a total of 344.
Finite difference approximation of (3) or (4)at each
mesh point results in 344 simultaneous equations that must be solved.
Because of the relative lack of symmetry in the insulation system, the _
resulting equations often vary in form from one mesh point to another.
Typical examples are given below for a vertical panel width _ = 60 degrees.
At mesh point (7,1) on the upper sphere (see
Figures A-4 & A-7) the finite difference approximation to Equation (3)
becomes
(kn/dp)'(ARz I " (Tw - T(7,1)) - ARM I " (T(7,1) -_Z(15,1)))
+ _ • ((Ael/Ael)(T' - Z(7,1)) (Ae2/Ae2)(T(7,1) - T(7,2)))
+ (kp A_I/d_)'(T(6,1 ) - 2,T(7,1) + T(8,1)) = 0
where TW
T'
Ae I
Ae 2
ART I
ARMI
= ambient temperature (530°R)
= flange temperature = 2/3 • Tw + 1/3 • Tc = 366.7°R
= del/2
= (de I + d02)/2
= (Ro + 2.bdr) 2 • sin e I • de I • d_
= (Ro + l.bdr) 2 • sln e I • de I • d_
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Agl = sin(01 - (d01/4)) • dr • d_
Ae2 = sin((91 + 02)/2 ) • dr • d_
A_I = dr • del/sin 01
One should note that, prior to discretization, all
terms in Equation (3) were multiplied by dr • de - d_ so that the tempera-
ture coefficients in the difference equation will be in units of Btu-hr-l-°R -I.
These coefficients can then be used directly, once the difference equations
have been solved, to calculate the system heat fluxes.
As shown in the preceding example and the other two
examples of sphere-mesh-point heat balances that follow, each unknown tem-
perature T(I,J) has two subscripts. The subscript I indicates the mesh
point position in the r - _ plane: I varies from i through 8 for mesh.
points in the middle-upper layer interface and from 9 through 16 in the
middle-lower layer interface, increasing with increasing _ (from left to
right in Figures A-7 &A-8) o The subscript J indicates the e-position of
the mesh point and varies from I through 19 for the entire system:
J = i - 8 for the upper sphere, 9 - ii for the cone, and 12 - 19 for the
lower sphere. J = i represents the e-position closest to the upper flange
in the upper spherical section; J = 19 represents the e-position closest
to the lower flange in the lower spherical section.
As a second example, the finite difference equation
for mesh point (16,3) is
(kn/dr).(ARM 3 • (T(8,3) - T(16,3)) - (ARB 3 + Z)-(T(16,3) - Tc) )
+ kp • ((Ae3/Ae3)'(T(16,2) - T(16,3)) - (Ae4/Ae4)'(T(16,3) - T(16,4)))
+ (kp ' Acp3/dcP)'(T(15,3) - 3 • T(16,3) + 2 • Tc) = 0
where
T c
A03
A 84
ARM3
ARB3
Z
(k't) c
= cryogenic temperature = 40°R
= (dO 2 + d03)/2
= (d0 3 + de4)/2
= (R o + 1.5dr) 2 • sin 9 3 • de 3 • d_
= (R o + 0.Sdr) 2 • sin 9 3 • de 3 • d_
1
= (k't)c • (Ro + 0.5dr) • sin (02 + _ • dO2) • d_
= thermal conductivity - thickness product for
insulation panel casing
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A83' = sin ((e 2 + 03)/2 ) dr • d_
Ae4 = sin ((e 3 + 84)/2) • dr • d_
A_3 = dr • d83/sin 83
The reader will note in this example the additional
heat leak in the normal direction through the bottom panel due to the butt
joint between the upper pole panel and Panel No. i, as indicated by the
quantity Z. Also of interest is the thermal "shorting" to cryogenic in the
D-direction, as indicated by the larger weights (3 and 2 rather than 2 and i)
_assigned to T (16,3) and T c in the third term on the left, because the
distance between point (16,3) and cryogenic is only 1/2 the distance between
points (16,3) and (15,3) (since the mesh points are centered within each
increment).
A third, and final, example of a sphere difference
. equation is the equation for mesh point (3,5):
(kn/dr)• (ART5 • (Tw - T(3,5))- (ARM5 + Z') - (T(3,5)- T(n,5)))
+ _ • ((A85_85) • (T(3,4) + T(II,4) - 2 • T(3,5))
-(A@6/A86) • (T(3,5) - T(3,6)))
+ (kp • Acp 5/d_p) • (T(2,5) - 2 • T(3,5) + T(4,5)) = 0
where Tw = ambient temperature = 530°R
A05 = (dO 4 + dO5)/2
A86 = (dO 5 + d06)/2
ART 5 = (Ro + 2.5dr) 2 • sin 85 • d85 • dcp
ARM5 = (Ro + 1.5dr) 2 • sin 85 • d85 • d_P
Z' = (k-t) c • (Ro + 1.5dr) • d85/k n
A85 = ((A 4 • A5)/(2 " A4 + A5)) " dr - d_
A 4 = sin (84 + 1/2 d84)
A 5 = sin (85 - 1/2 d85)
A86 = sin ((85 + 86/2) • dr • d_
A_p5 = dr • d85/sin 85
In this example, the reader will note the additional
heat leak in the normal direction through the bottom panel due to the butt
joint between adjacent no.l Panels.This butt joint lies along a spherical
meridian, whereas the pole panel tono. I Panel butt joint influencing the
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previous s_nple equation lies along a parallel of latitude. Also of
interest is the unusual form of the term involving A0_. However, one can
see f_om Figures A-I&A-4 that between the fourth and _ifth O-positions
Panel No. I changes levels, from bottom panel at J = 4 to middle panel
at J = 5. Also, the middle section of the pole panel ends here. There-
"fore, the temperature at the top radial position for J = 5 will be
influenced by temperatures at both radial positions for J = 4.
Similar difference equations can be derived from
Equation (4) for the cone meshpoints. The heat flow paths assumedin
the mathematical model of the cone structure are shownin Figure A-6. For
example, discretization of Equation (4) around cone meshpoint (7,3),
where 7 denotes the _-position and 3 the position in the S-Z plane, gives
(kn/dr)-((Az3 (Tw - T_(7)) - (Az34 + Z'')'(T_(7) - T_(7)))
+ kp As310 (T_o(7) - T_(7)) AS35((s2 + s3)/2)
(7)- T'5(7))
((so + sI + s2)/2)
+ (kp _3/d_).(T_(6) - 2 • T_(7) + T_(8)) = 0
where AZ3
AZ34
Z"
AS310
= S 2 • R 3 • d_P
= S 2 • R34 • d_P
= S 2 • (k't)c/kn
(S2 + S3) • dr • d_P
(S2/R') + (S3/R")
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
AS35 =
A_3 =
R3 =
R34 =
R t =
R I1! _
X =
(SO + S1 + $2) • dr • d_
((S O + SI)/R''' ) + S2/R'''')
S 2 • dr/R 3
i
Ro+ (SI +_ • S2)
R 3 - dr sin X
Ro + (SI + (0.75)S 2)
R' + (0.25)(S2 + S3)
cos X + 2.5 dr sin X
cos X + 2 - dr • sin X
cos X - dr • sin X
R o + (0.25)(3 • S I -S0) • cos X + 2 dr • sin X
R'" + (0'25)(Si + S 2) cos X
inclination of conic surface with horizontal
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|The reader will note the compound structure of the
terms AS310 and AS35, which reflects the variation of heat conduction
cross-section area with S. The terms are derived by splitting each
region into two parts and assuming that the total thermal resistance
(or reciprocal conductance) is the sum of the resistance of the parts.
The two parts influencing AS310 extend in the S direction between mesh
point (7,9) and increment boundary (3), and between boundary (3) and
mesh point (7,3); the parts influencing AS35 extend between (7,3) and
increment boundary (4), and between boundary (4) and mesh point (7,5).
One should also note again the radial heat-leak term Z".
c. Evaluation of Temperatures
Once Equations (3) and (4) have been cast into dif-
ference form for all 344 mesh points, as shown in the examples given in
the preceding section, the resulting linear equations can be solved
directly for the unknown temperatures. However, direct solution of
344 simultaneous equations by conventional methods would require the
inversion of a 344 x 344 coefficient matrix. Inversion of such a large
matrix would be very expensive in terms of computation time and, since
most of the matrix elements will be zeros, wasteful of computer core
storage, particularly since the effects of round-off error on the
accuracy of the results would probably dictate the use of double
precision arithmetic. However, the structure of the equation is such
that the temperatures can be obtained by inverting, not one 344 x 344
matrix, but ninete_h 16 x 16 matrices plus one 40 x 40 matrix. Therefore,
the number of arithmetic operations (proportional to the matrix order
cubed) is greatly reduced and standard precision arithmetic can be used.
One will note from FiguresA-4_A-5 that the unknown
temperatures at any 8-position in either hemispherical section are
influenced only by neighboring temperatures in that particular plane plus
temperatures in_ the two r-_ planes on either side (except e-positions i
and 19, where a prescribed-temperature pipe-flange boundary replaces one
of the r-_ planes). Therefore, the 256 equations for the two spherical
sections can be represented matrically by the top 8 and bottom 8 rows of
the matrix equation shown schematically in Figure A-9o Each matrix row in
the schematic diagram corresponds to a different 8-position, with
9-position i occupying the top row. Each of the quantities Ai, j is a
16 x 16 matrix representing the mutual influence of the temperatures in
the ith r-_ plane (or 8-position) with themselves (i = j) or with the
temperatures in an adjacent r-_ plane (i # j),* since the coefficient
matrix is symmetric, Ai, j = Aj, i. Each quantity _j is a 16-element
*The reader should note here the distinction in notation between a matrix
(X) or vector (X-) and an element of a matrix or vector I(X(I,J) or X(1)).
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vector of unknowntemperatures in the jth r-_ plane. Each quantity B--i
is a 16-element vector of constant terms, involving the knownambient,
_ryogenic, and flange temperatures. All blank squares represent 16 x 16
null (zero) matrices.
In Figure A-_ only 48 unknowntemperatures (the
middle three rows) are assumedfor the cone so that the order of the
matrix equation is 304 instead of 344. Although there are actually 88
unknowncone temperatures, the structure of the 88 equations is not
consistent with the "block-tridiagonal" structure of the sphere equation_
The cone equations, however, can be cast into a form that is consistent
with this structure.
Referring again to FigureA-9_let T--frepresent a
48-element vector of the unknowntemperatures T_(1), T_(1), T_(1),
T_(1), T_(1), T_(1), and T-2a 40-element vector of the unknowntempera"
Cures T_(I), T_(1), T_(1), T_0(I), Til(1), where I = I - 8. The equation8
centered about the first 48 temperatures can be written in matrix form as
m m m
All • TI + AI2 - T2 = BI (_)
where All is a 48 x 48 matrix, AI2 a 48 x 40 matrix, and BI a 48-element
vector. Likewise, the equations centered about the last 40 temperatures
can be written as
m m m
A21 • TI + A2___2• T2 = B2 (6)
where A21 is a 40 x 48 matrix (equal to the transpose of AI_._), A2.__2is a
40 x 40 matrix, and _ is a constant vector dependent only upon the known
ambient and cryogenic boundary temperature. (BI also depends upon the
unknown temperatures of the adjacent sphere mesh points, as implied by
the presence of matrices A9__8 and Alibi 2 in block rows 9 and ii of the
coefficient matrix shown in Figure A-8o)
D
Solving (6) for T2, we get
T-i = A22-I - (B--fA21 • TI---) (7)
Substitution of (7) into (5) gives
A' - T-i= F' (S)
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where A' = AI____I- AI__2• A2_2-I • A2___Iand B' = B-_-AI___2• A2___2-I • B'-2are of the
sameorder as AI___Iand BI, respectively. The matrix _' divides into nine
16 x 16 submatrices. However, the submatrices in the upper right-hand
and lower left-hand corners of _' are null (all 256 elements of each are
zero), reflecting the lack of mutual interaction of the temperatures T'I(1)
and T'2(1) with T'5(1) and T'6(1). Therefore, _' is block-tridiagonal, of
block order 3 and block size 16x 16, and the system of equations denoted
matrically by equation (8) is consistent in structure with the sphere
equations.
In Figure A-_the elements of the submatrices and
subvectors corresponding to the cone are now given, for I = i - 16 and
J = i - 16, by
A9,8 (l,J)
A9,9 (l,J)
A9,10(I,J)
AI0,9(I,J)
= A8, 9 (J,l)
= A'(I,J)
= A'(I,J + 16)
= A'(I + 16, J)
(from symmetry)
= A9,10 (J,l)
AI0,10(I,J) = A'(I + 16, J + 16)
AI0,11(I,J ) = A'(I + 16, J + 32)
AII,10(I,J ) = A'(I + 32, J + 16)
AII,II(I,J) =
AII,12(I,J) =
AIO,I I (J,l)
A (I + 32, J + 32)
AI2,11 (J,l)
(from symmetry)
(from symmetry)
(from symmetry)
B9 (1) = B'(1)
Sl0 (1) = B'(I+ 16)
BII (I) = B'(I + 32)
and for I = I - 8,
T 9 (I)
T 9 (I + 8)
_io (1)
= T' I (I)
= T' 2 (1)
= T' 3 (I)
TI0 (I + 8) = T' 4 (I)
TII (I) = T' (I)5
TII (I + 8) = T' 6 (I)
We can now solve the system of 304 equations shown
schematically in Figure A-9. The block-elimination solution technique,
which is the matrix analogue of the familiar Gauss elimination method
used for solving scalar linear equations, has been described by
L. D. Potts in an earlier analysis (see Ref_ i_ Seco 5o0)and is outlined
_chematicaHy in Figure A_IIo
The solution gives us the 304 unknown temperatures
and therefore the 48 elements of the vector T'-[. The elements of T-_,
representing the remaining 40 temperatures, can now be found from
equation (7).
d. Evaluation of Fluxes
Once the 344 temperatures have been determined, the
desired system heat fluxes can be calculated. Twelve heat fluxes are
calculated and printed out by the computer program. They are listed
below, along with the variable name assigned to each in the computer
program.
i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I0.
ii.
12.
Flux into upper sphere from pipe (or flange) - FIUSFP
Flux into upper sphere from surroundings - FIUSFS
Flux into upper sphere from cone - FIUSFC
Flux into lower sphere from cone - FILSFC
Flux into lower sphere from surroundings - FILSFS
Flux into lower sphere from pipe (or flange) - FILSFP
Flux into cone from surroundings - FICFS
Flux from upper sphere (to cryogenic) - FFUS
Flux from lower sphere (to cryogenic) - FFLS
Flux from cone (to cryogenic) - FFC
Total flux into system - FTI
Total flux to cryogenic - FTO
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The first ten fluxes are calculated by summation over
all the pertinent sphere and/or cone mesh points. For example, the flux
FILSFP is found from the relation
FILSFP
= (kp • A819_819 )
8
Y
I=l
((T(I,19) - T') + (T(I + 8,19) - T"))
where A819
A819
T'
T I!
= sin (819 + (d819/4)) • dr • d_
= d819/2
= (2 • Tw + Tc)/3
= (Tw + 2 - Zc)/3
The total fluxes FTI and FTO are then evaluated from:
FTI = FIUSFP + FIUSFS + FILSFP + FILSFS + FICFS
FTO = FFUS + FFLS + FFC
The required equality of FTI and FTO provides a use-
ful check on the accuracy of the calculations. In all the cases run with
the computer program, FTI and FT0 agreed within a closure error of less
than 0.005%.
3. Description of Computer Program
The Fortran IV computer program written to solve the
heat conduction equations consists of a main program and fifteen sub-
routines. These subroutines are described, within the context of the
overall program, in the program flow diagrams shown in Figures A-10 & A-IIo
The program provides for printout of the twelve system heat fluxes
described earlier. The temperatures at all 344 mesh points can also be
printed out, if desired.
In Figures A-10 & A-]Isubroutine names are under-
lined. The MINV subroutine (see FigureA-l_ which is a standard IBM
library routine for matrix inversion, is also called by CONEQ to invert
the 40 x 40 matrix A22 (see preceding section). All other subroutines
are called only as indicated in the flow diagrams.
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4. Input Format and Typical Results
Data input to the program consists of four cards per
problem, preceded by a header card giving the total number of problems.
Input variables, and values assigned to same (where applicable) for cases
run to date, are listed in Table A 5-1.
Table A5- i
Input Parameters
Card
Header
I
2
3
Variable
Name
NTOT
su(1)
SL(1)
SU(2)
SL(2)
SU(3)
SL(3)
SU(4)
SL(4)
su(5)
SL(5)
TCN
TKC
TKLC
TKL
RO
DR
SO
SI
S2
S3
S4
Unit (and Magnitude,
if applicable)
>i
(16.8) in.
(9.6) in.
(8.8) in.
(8.0) in.
(8.1) in.
(8.1) in.
(8.1) in.
(16.1) in.
(12.5) i..
(24.2) in.
Btu-hr-l-ft-l-OR-I
(0.0053333) Btu-hr-l-°R -I
(0.000321) Btu-hr'l-°R -I
B tu -hr - i.oR- i
(42.0) in.
(0.45) in.
(3.0) in.
(13.227) in.
(7.0) in.
(3.0) in.
(3.0) in.
Description
Number of problems
Arc lengths, at outer
surface of container, of
@-regions of upper (SU(1))
and lower (SL(1))spheri-
cal sections. I = I
represents arc length
occupied by flange.
kn: insulation thermal
conductivity normal to
the layers.
k-t product for cone
((thermal conductivity)
x (thickness)).
(k't)c: k.t product for
insulation panel casing.
kp-dr: k.t product for
insulation, parallel to
the layers (dr in it).
Radius of container.
Insulation panel thickness
(equal to 12.dr).
Cone - insulation lap lengths.
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Variab le
Name
KC
SC
INDEX
IND
Table A5-1 (Cont°)
Unit (and Magnitude,
if applicable)
(46.737) in.
(26.227) in,
i, 2, or3
4 SLM (3.0) in.
SIB (6.0) in.
TW (530.0) OR
TC (40.o) °R
Description
Distance of top, end of
cone from conic axis.
Slant height of conic
surface.
Index to determine angular
width of vertical panels.
= 30 ° , 60 ° , 120 ° for
INDEX= i, 2, 3,
respectively.
If IND = O, fluxes and
temperatures are printed
out. If IND > 0, fluxes
only are printed out.
Length of upper hemisphere-
coneinsulation "bend" for
panels #2 (SIM) and #3
(SIB).
Ambient temperature
Cryogenic temperature.
System heat fluxes for nine cases run with the programsfor different
values of _, TCN, and TKL, are given in TableA5-1The flux names in the left-
hand column correspond to the names listed in section "Evaluation of Fluxes".
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